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INTRODUCTION

Benjamin Nathan C;arddzo was born In Mew' York City Iti 187t)» k  

precocious youth, he showed an early interest in hooks and ideas. By 

1889? at the age of nineteen. Cardo.zo had received his JLB. degree from : • 

Columbia University, graduating with highest honors in Greek and politi- . 

cal economy. As an undergraduate he had also been chosen a member of 

Phi Beta Kappa scholarship society. ... ,. '

• Cardozo spent another year at Columbia and earned a master*s de

gree. He went on two. more years to the study of law. In 1891 he was 

admitted to the New York State Bar and entered private law practice. .

' In his general practice Cardozo became known as an able and scru

pulous lawyer. He had a deep knowledge of legal principles and prece

dents. His arguments before the appellate courts brought him to the 

attention of bench and bar. In 1913 Cardozo was elected a Justice of . 

the Supreme Court of New York County, running on an Independent-Democratic 

ticket. He had served one month when a vacancy occurred on the Court of 

Appeals, the highest state court.

Governor Glynn asked tne judges of the Court of Appeals their

choice of a temporary appointee to fill the. vacancy. Unanimously they

chose Cardozo, and repeated their request when the hesitant Governor 

noted Cardozo*s inexperience as an appellate judge. Glynn gave Cardozo 

the temporary appointment as an Associate Justice. • ' -



In' 1917, Governor Whitman appointed Cardozo a permanent Justice 

in the Court of Appeals when a vacancy again occurred. In the .autumn of 

• the same year, Cardozo was endorsed by both major political parties and 

was elected to another full term as permanent justice. .

' -jlŷ 1926; Ca$'dbz:bTs prestige/was such that his brethren of both - 

parties elevated him to the position of Chief Judge of the most important 

state court in thertatibn,: In form as ■well: as in fact, the Court of Ap

peals was now "Cardozo’s Court," The force of his personality and the 

persuasiveness of his arguments had, for a long time, guided the Court's . 

direction* Y  ;  ̂ ; v/; ;:v " ■. ; : '  ■ .; -t t ■ ' y

, When' Justice holmes resigned from the United States Supreme Court 

in 1932, a worthy successor was sought to fill the position* Because of 

, the 'persistent" efforts of those on the bench, familiar with the quality 

of Cardozo * s work, President Hoover reluctantly nominated him as Holmes’ 

replacement* • h. .;■/'• t ■.

Thus Cardozo, was elevated to the highest Court of the land to fill 

the position left by one of history’s great judges— the one Justice whose ; • 

work Cardozo admired over that of any other.. Cardozo proved to be a fit

ting replacement for the Olympian. He carried forward the pragmatic tra

dition of Holmes and in his own manner proved an effective spokesman for 

■ the Holmslah'position' p self-restraint*4‘: /V . .1 . v

/ • Cardozo*s untimely death in 1938 spelled a loss to American juris

prudence. A nation by now familiar with Cardozo:’ s work and cognizant of 

: his stature: ’'mourned his loss and paid him tribute, not only in, admiration



for •his character, W t  in' affection for his' gi%at spirit,"^ ' .

: v His mastery of the English language makes Cardozo' s writings and .

opinions artful and persuasive conveyers of his ideas. He always had the 

proper phrase or the appropriate analogy at hand with which to communicate 

a though to One 'admirer of Gafdozo has saidl: '’’Thê  graciousness that Emer

son breathed into American literature, Cardozo breathed into American

law=l,2 t - ' ' -• ■ • ; .. : : ;

Cardozo' s accomplishm'ents in . the field of law are noteworthy. He 

was an articulate exponent of .the sociological jurisprudence of Dean Pound 

and others. In his lectures on the judicial process he did his share in. 

exploding the fiction that judicial decisions are the inevitable outcome 

of. a mechanical process, perfect and unvarying in its working's.

Others before Cardozo had emphasized the public, law aspects of • 

sociological jurisprudence and juristic pragmatism. It was Cardozo's • 

unique contribution to sociologic ail jurisprudence that .he related. its I 

methods to private law,, especially in the area- of torts. Cardozo revealed 

that in all. areas of judicial..laM-ffi*ihgŷ  process is' 'essentially the 

same. ' ' - ' , • ' ' - • ■ ;• ;

;■ : ■ lirving tehman^d'A. Wemorialy’hHead-'al a meeting:;'of' the American
Bar Association^ July. 25, 1938. Reprinted in'Margaret-E. Hail. Selected 
Writings of Beniamin Nathan Cardozo (New York? Fallon, 1947), p.xii.

^Arthur Jess Wilson, "Guide to the Genius of C a r d o t b j H t u y  • 
dent, XVI (March 1939) 9. ' - '

%enjamin Nathan Cardoio, Nature of the Judicial Process (New ' . 
Haven? Yale University Press, 19.21.)I Growth of the Daw (New Havens Yale 
University Press, 1924)'?' Paradoxes of Legal Science (New Yorks Columbia 
University Press, 1928). Reprinted in Margaret E. Hall. ..



However, the scope of this study will set include Cardozo's con

cern with private law matters<> The in'duiry is Cohfined to his very im

pressive contributions in the' field of public law--that area of law in- . 

volving the relationship between the individual- and his government« ;;

The object of my investigation will be to determine the extent

V to which Gardgzg's judicial opinions reflect the doctrines he expounds

in his writings on the judicial process.. The problem is one of consis

tency. , Does Cardozo, as a judge, follow the postulates of the judicial 

theory he outlines'in his writings? .

' ’. - . The thesis is divided into four chapters. The first is devoted

to a survey of the tradition of sociological jurisprudence— its develop-

, ment, basic doctrines,- and characteristic emphases. The second chapter 

' deals with the main themes of thought in Pardohe's writings concerning .

; • sociological jurisprudence.. The third chapter considers Cardozo’s ju

dicial activity in' public law cases, at reflected in his opinions and 

.• dissents. The concluding chapter compares Cardozo the judge with Car

dozo the theorist to ascertain in what degree' the one is consistent with 

the other. ’ , ' • ' ' V "

iy



QHlPl'ER. I

; SOClBBQISit^WRlSPRtJIW^© TEH WEEERT  ̂ - \ .

In the. first three decades of the twentieth century, a group of '■ 

American schola'rs and judges blazed new' trails in American: legal thought. 

This group, including Ho1mes, Frank, Pound, Braudels, and Cardozb, re

jected traditional ,• formalistic tendencies in the study of jurisprudence ' 

and insisted that the legal- rule is not "found" by the judge—rrather, it 

Is created by him. The legal rule,’ they insisted, does not exist „a pri

ori in some eternal realm of essences, only to be discovered and applied - 

to the controversy at hand by unimaginative judges performing a. mechan- ;, 

istic function. Baw: is- not dictated by the mind of God or reflected in 

the itimutable..laws of nature: or history Or economics or sociology but is 

created in response to a social need. Law is created by judges, who, 

like other human beings, are victims of preference and. even prejudice. "

'■ . - This movement, labeled "sociological jurisprudence" by one of its ■

leading spokesmen, Roscoe Pound, considered problems of law from the , 

standpoint of the social process and deserted the traditional logic of 

certainties for the pragmatic logic of-effects and probabilities. From 

■tine wing of this movement— that typified by Roscoe Pound-'-Benj amin 

Cardozo draws special inspiration and guidance. For a. better understand- 

ing of Cardozo’s thought, we will first survey the various emphases and 

a traditioh.'which he inherits and further develops. .  ̂ y : -



; ' ' ' - . 2 '

’ Jherin a  and Ihrl ich

Sociological gurispTuden'ce ’did rot. spring' full—grow onto the 

,Am'erican scene« It had European antecedents which, anticipated 1 ater 

developments in the United StateSo Many names could be cited as impor

tant in the 'European context, but those of Rudolph yon Jhering and Eugen 

.Ehrlich deserye speclar toentidnLo Jherindi hopn in 1818 and living at d 

time when Hegelian idealism was at its peak of influence, rejected the 

approach of the historical school« Jhering did riot accept the idea that 

law is the product of unconscious, silently operating"historical forces 

in which individual effort isyiriSignifiCarit. ''Ih the preface to his Law 

as a Means to an "Endi Jhering'tells us that "the fundamental idea of the 

present work consists in the thought that purpose is the creator of the 

■entire law; that there is no legal rule which does not owe its origin to, 

a purpose, i= e„, to a practical motive.1̂  ' ■

To Eugen Ehrlieliy. liying -i;ri' the latter half of the nineteenth 

century, the significance of law, as with Jhering, depends a:great deal 

upon those persons responsible for its applications

The administration of justice has always contained a personal 
element. In all ages,- social, political, and cultural movements 
have necessarily exerted an influence on it; but ■Whether any in- 
• dividual jurist yields more or less ter such .intluetices9 whether 

. he is more inclined to follow tradition or is rather disposed to

l.Sip John Macdonell and Edwin Manson, Great Jurists of the World. ■ 
(Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1914) p. "5,98'.

■ ̂ Translated by Isaac Husik (New Yorks The Macmillan Co., 1924) 
preface, p. liy.,- quoted by Jerome Hall,, Readings in Jurisprudence ■ .
(Tndiariapdlis; The Bqbhs-Merrill Co 19B8'):"p.il86. ' ' ■ ■ ; ■



introduce changes and innovations. depends, of course, less on 
any theory of legal method than on his own personal temperament.^

Toward the end. of the nineteenth century, there was. a general 

movement in American jurisprudence, which tended to study law as a man-

' created institution, and to measure' its significance ih terms of effects, 

This development borrowed much from ideas on the continent. However, a 

greater•impetus to this change- in attitude; was derived from the American ■ 

philosophical method of pragmatism.

... ■ - Pragmatism and Instrumentalism ..

• Pragmatism owes its inception as a philosophical doctrine in the 

1870ts to Charles Saunders Pierce, Pierce later dubbed his method 1 prag

matic ism," a word "ugly enough to' be safe from kidnappers . , . How

ever, . the hame7,,pragmatlsti:" became used in‘popular expression, in spite 

of Pierce's attempts to' distinguish his doctrine from that of others.

The pragmatic method was subsequently applied to problems of val

uation by William James and to social controversies by John Dewey, who 

preferred to call it "instrumentalism," suggesting, as he believed, that

- philosophy and its concepts have yalue"only as instruments for resolving . 

aocialttensio'ns: or'bohfiibfs.' i . " 1

- - . ^Quoted, from Ehrlich withoutfcitaticp;- by Charies Grove Haimes in
."General Observations on the Effects’ of Personal, Political, a'nd Economic 
Influences in the Decision of Judges." Illinois law Review XVII (1922)

; io6, .id?.' : / '■ .
• ^Muelder and. Sears. The Development of American Philosophy (New 

York? The Houghton Mifflin Co.,.1940}.p. 347, from Charles Saunders Piero 
"Pragmatism.'' in his Collected Papers V.-. pars. • 414-416. -



; . The pragmatic maxim of Pierce was, in essence, tha't our concept 

of an idea lies in knowing the effects of its application or verification. 

Restated by James, the pragmatic maxim reads” "The truth of an idea is 

not a stagnant property inherent in it. Truth happens to an idea. It 

becomes true, is made true bv events. Its verity is in fact an event, a 

process; the process namely of its veri-fication. Its validity is the • 

process of its valid-ation.”  ̂ Thus, the meaning of a maximy a belief,

. or a practice lies in the consequences of its being adopted. !k method 

rather than a system, pragmatism looks to the functions, operations, and 

effects of an idea or principle and upon tnis basis determines its value 

or "truth", as James would prefer to say. Absolute validity is felt to 

be illusory and ddmoyed from human' -dfTaibs* We gain the truth that we ,
' ' ' . ' * ■ ■■ / J - • ' 'can for today from today*s experience. James said:

A pragmatist turns his back resolutely and once for all upon a- 
lot of inveterate habits dear to professional philosophers. He 
turns away from abstraction and insufficiency, from verbal solu
tions, from bad a priori reasons, from fixed principles, closed 
systems, and pretended absolutes and origins. He turns towards, 
concreteness and adequacy, towards facts, towards action and to- •

,: - ' dsards povtfef»T . ■ • j - ' '' "

John Dewey's "instrumentalism” maintained that the function of 

philosophy is to facilitate the application of ideas as instruments to 

the progress of society. "Law, religion, government, art, science," he

bMuelder and Sears, p. 346, from Pierce, "How to Make our Ideas 
■ Clear,” in' Collected Papers. V.. pars. 388-402.

\ ^William James.'Essays in Pragmatism.-Alburv Castell. ed. (New 
.York: Hafner, 1955) p. 161. - , .

?J. Hall,'p. 227, from William James. Pragmatism. A New Name For 
Some Old Ways of Thinking (:Hew York: Longmans; Green & Co., 1925) p. 51.



saysj” o . receive meaning not from' what they are but from what they 

accomplish. They are neither the first things in life nor the last; they 

are only its ways and m e a n s . I n  Dewey's method, human Intelligence 

would be freed to experiment with ideas in the solving of social prob

lems. ; Hypotheses would be tested by the consequences of their adoption. . 

Human intelligence, he feels, should not be fettered by theories of prior. 

.truth, which allow the mind only to report things as they are and to cdn- 

. form to them. - . 'II. " ' ' ; . . - ' ■■ '- "

V  - ■' i s t e  . . ' : . "  ■ ■

■ ■ ; Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., who served on the United States Su

preme Court during the first three decades of the twentieth century, a- 

dopted the method of the pragmatists and applied it to problems of the 

law. Nevei really a: reformer in his social and economic philosophy,^ ■ 

Holmes was hailed by political pfpgressiyes for his use of the pragmatic 

method "in'.revealing the secrets of a judicial function which, at the time,, 

was,apting in a very unprogressiye manner.

Judicial logic, : Holmes Bsanf ainedy is. not a matter of discover- 

. .Ing' a' pre-eklsting rule 'an'd applying it to the case in hand. It is. not 

this simple, he felt, because logical certainty is usually false certainty 

."Behind the logical form,” Holmes said, "lies a judgment as to the rela

tive worth and importance of competing grounds, often an inarticulate

8h . S. Commager, The American Mind (New"Havens Yale University 
: Press,' 1955} p. 381.  ̂ .

- 9See Morton #iite:, Social Thought in America (Bostons Beacon Press 
1957) Beacon Paperback Iditibnjj pp.' 172-1781 :Sarnuel Konefsky, The Legacy 
,of Holmes and Brandeis (Hew.York:s MacMillan, 1957) pp. • 28 , 41-42.



and unconscious judgment? it is true, yet the very root and nerve of the 

proceeding. You can always give any conclusion a logical fornw”-'-®

Holmes went on to interpret law, not as an absolute, fixed sys

tem, .but as a probability. In. practical everyday usage, one wants "to 

know what the courts are likely to do in fact . . .. . The prophecies of 

, what the courts will do in fact," Holmes said," =. ■»: .. are what I mean 

by law.*'-1-1

. "The law is a: prophecy of what the courts will do," but Holmes 

did not mean to imply by this that the courts have license to do what

ever strikes their fancy. Me was an outspoken critic of "judicial activ
ism" and candidly opposed the judicial practice of reading personal eco

nomic and political theories into the meaning of the Constitution. . In 

Lochner v. Mew York. Holmes informed the majority that "the Fourteenth 

^mendmant does not enact Mr. Herbert Spencer's. Social Statics.”12 Holmes 

. - did recognize, however,.that, because of statutory or constitutional am

biguity or silence coneerning the meaning of the law in a specific situ

ation, there arise "interstices" in the law which must be dealt with by

judicial legislation.13 The courts are free within these limits. \

1%;.W. Holmes Jr.,."Path of the Laws" Harvard Law Review.X (1897)
461 in J. Hall p. 670. ; : v : ' \

; '. iiiMd.' < . . ; -, v ; ’

V  1?198 H,S. 45, 25 S,Ct. t39 (1905).

: ;13see Co. v, Jensen, 244 U.S. 205,221.



• ' The realist or "neo-realist"^^ wing of the sociological school. 1

has taken certain' of. Holmes' rayelation's.concerning judicial decision- 

making and. given them a new emphasis. The realists are mainly concerned 

with law and the judicial process as they exist. They put little empha- ■ 

sis on what law should do. 1 ' ’ ; :

Holmes pointed out that unconscious factors to a great degree de

termine the outcome, of a'judicial decision,.- -Emphasising subjective fac-;:' 

tors as an influence on; what judges actually.do in deciding a case, as ; • 

opposed to what they say they do>in written opinion'r one’reali$t, Jerome • 

Frank, studies psychological influence's on the decisions of judges. He 

.concludes that legal principles are nothing more than the end-result of 

a search for a "father authority;""*"̂  Another realist, Charles Grove 

Haines, takes the position that constitutional law has resulted from "hu

man forces in which the personality of judges, their education, associa

tions, and individual views are of 'prims•importance." ' ;

- Some extreme' nominalists in the left-wing of the movement, build

ing upon Holmes' statement of law as "prophecies," will.not admit the . .

.• existence of legal - rules. Joseph Bingham, Jr., in his attack upon the

14See Benjamin N. Cardozo, "New York State Bar Address," New York - 
State Bar Assn. Report (1932) 265., in Margaret -E. Hall. Selected Writings 
of Bertiamin Nathan Cardozo (New Yorks Fallon, 1947) p. 10", under the edi
tor* s title, "Jurisprudence." . . . -- : . ,

l^Fred V- Cahill, Judicial Legislation (New Yorks The Ronald Press;., 
1952) p« 134, from Jerome Frank, Law and the Modern Mind (New York,- 1949) 
"p.;IB,.-;.



"generalization of law/' feels that legal rules cannot hope to have con

tinuity or consisteh'cy as it is limpossihle for two persons to hhld the 

sgme idea « ? . . The two might have a similar mental state, but it could 

not be said that they had the same idea« Certainly it could not be said 

that it had any existence of its o w n . G i v e n  Bingham's nominalism, the 

legal rule becomes a ’’puff of air3" which disappears as soon' as it is ut

tered, and law can only be a particular decision by a particular judge 

at a particular moment in time. ,

Others within the sociological school, while rejecting absolutes 

in law, are not willihg.to give up the possibility (and necessity) of a 

rule of law. They acknowledge the necessity for studying -what the judi

cial process does do. however, they are more concerned with using this 

knowledge of the workings of law and' judges in a formulation of what the . 

judicial process should do. Among these members appear the names of Dean 

Roscoe Pound, Louis Brandeis, and the subject of this study, Benjamin 

Cardozo. •• ' ' . : '

Pound ■

From his strategic pdsition as Dean of the Harvard Law School, . 

Roscoe Pound began, as early as 1911, to expound the new jurisprudence. 

Incorporating some of the insights of European thinkers like Ehrlichl° 

and Jhering with the method of pragmatism as presented by James, Dewey,

ITCahill, pp. 102,103 ..

"*"®In his Jurisprudence« (St. Paul? West Pub. Co., 1959) vol. I, 
p. 334, Pound says, "Eugen Ehrlich . . . calls for special notice. In 
spite of certain defects often pointed out, his Grundelqung der Sozio- . 
looie.des Rechts is one of the outstanding books of this generation."



and Holmes9 Pound studied the law both as a reflection of and as a fac

tor acting upon various competing interests within our society. Pound, '■ 

like the realists, is intent upon pointing out what he conceives to be 

the true nature of the judicial process? and he thinks an explanation of 

: ho'W. law- and judges function is necessary to a' mature jurisprudence. How— 

ever, he- does .not condone the "scientism"'of the realists.nor accept :

.a definition of law as statements of what courts rule in particular. Pound 

allows legal rules both an existence and a utility. ■

In company with the realists, on the other hand, Pound rejects 

traditional views that 11 law cannot be made; that it may only be found, :: ■

and that the process of finding it is a matter purely of observation and - 

logic, involving no creative element";̂  or, in the words of Blackstone,

' that upon the "law of nature and the law of. revelation depend all human 

laws."21 Bentham's claim that all law can be reduced to a code, is un

necessarily optimistic| and Austin's strict "separation-:of powdrei"22 - 

which would relegate .the judge to the position of an administrator, is 

the same kind of nonsense. Neither does Pound accept the view of his—

i^See Roscoe Pound, "Ttxe‘Ggl 1 for a Realist Jurisprudence," Har
vard Law Review XLIV, 697. . . ' ,

. ^Roscoe Pound, An Introduction to the Philosophy Of Law (Clinton 
Mass,s The Colonial Press, 1957) Yale Paperbound Edition, p. 52.

; . 2-̂ W. Friedman. Legal Theory (Londons Stevens and Sons Ltd., 1953) 
pi. 54. from Blackstone. Commentaries II, pp. 41-43.

22cahill, p. 76 n. quotes Pound.The Formative Eta in American 
Law (Bostons Peter Smith, 1938) p. Ill, showing Pound's rejection of ana- ■ 
lytica.l concepts. ' 1 . . ■/ ...f . ' ; ’



10 :
■ ' - ' ‘ ■" : 1 ■ . . . 23 ■ ; , . . ' ■ '■ -• .operating powers” of history. Law is no more and no less than a crea

tion of man in an effort to deal with his social problems.- Given this „.i-'

premise, the judge must realize the true nature of his function and be • 

aware of the effect's of his action. The judge should not think of the 

1aw as an inflexible, closed order, nor his action in applying legal rules 

imerely subimissiye. Se should1 says Pound, become a; ”soc’ial e n g i n e e r •

who, aware of the societal basis of law and informed of its effects in ' ■

the social order, ca'B' legislate within Holmes' '"interstitial” limits in 

accordance with societal needs.

The' theory of "social engineering” -pragmatically conceives of law,' 

as an emerging instnument in a growing society. Pound's position is that 

law is the product of a social demand and that the value of any legal rule 

is to be,measured by how well' it satisfies that demand. ■ • .

' "What we are seeking to do and must do in 'a."civilized society,” 

Pound says, ”is to adjust relations and order conduct in a world in which . 

the goods of existence, the scope of free, activity, and the objects on 

which to exert free activity are limited, and the demands upon those goods 

and those objects are infinite.” ' The very purpose of the law, after the 

method of the pragmatists, is adjustment. Given these premises, the law , ■ 

student should know dnot only what courts decide, but quite as much the ,

. ^J. Hall, p. 87, from Frederick von Sa'vigny, Of the Vocation of
.Our Aae For Legislation and Juilsnrudence. translated by Abraham Hayward 
(London, n.-p., 1933.) p. 30. - / f.- t  ̂’ 'V

2^Roscoe Pound, "Philosophy of L,awf,,w in Dagobprt D. Runes, ed., , ■
Living Schools of Philosophy (Ames, lowas Littlefield, Adams and Co.,
1956:)' py 69, originally published in Pound, My Philosophy of Law (Boston: 
Boston-Law Book Co., 1941) pp. 249-262. . , . : " , '



. .circumstances and conditions, social and economic, to -which these, prin-. ■. 

ciples are to be applied « . .. o ’’25 '■ ; ' . .  .

' ■ . Brandeis .i.: ,- t-.. 't-''' :

- If ever a student of the law was deserving of Pound's admiration,. 

it was the ex-corporation attorney, Louis D. Brandeis, who, in the Oregon 

Cases^G established his reputation as a liberal, lawyer'with the intro- 

: duction of a revolutionary briefing technique. The "Bran'deis Brief" did 

not rely on the pedantry of legal logic and the authority of precedent 

to uphold social legislation charged with unconstitutignality. Instead, . 

the brief presented social statistics showing that the effect of the law 

was to deal effectively with the social conditions to which it was directed*

."’Nobody can form a judgment = *, ,.worth having,' he had declared 

.in 1915, 'without a .fairly-detailed and intimate knowledge of the facts*'"Z? - 

Brandeis. practiced what he preached. In Muller v« Oregon, in' which a • .

' statute regulating the hours of women working .In facio.ri.es was challenged, 

Brandeis confronted the Court•with ten pages of legal argument and 102 

•pages of' sociological, physiological, psychological, and economic data

.. ZbGahill, p. 83. • from Pound. Interpretations of Legal History 
(New. Yorks Yale University Press, 1922) p. 152.

: : 26Muller v» Oregon. 208 U.S. 412 tl908Tr Stettler v. O'Hara. 243
U.S. 629 fl91^: •Buntiho v. Oregon. 243 U.S. 426 (1917). • :

Z^Samuel Kone.fsky, The Leaacv of Holmes and Brandeis (New York s 
, The MacMillan Co., 1957} p. 69 from Brandeis' testimony before the United 
.States Commission on Industrial Relations, Jan. 23, 1915; reprinted in •
The Curse of Bigness t Mi sc el1aneou s Papers of Louis B.‘Brandeis. Osmond 
K* Fraenkel, ed. (New Yorks The Viking Press; 1934) p. 76. ...
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supporting the statute. In 191% an-Oregon minimum hour law for all

workers in industry came before the Supreme Court and was. sustained. y

' This time Brandeis' brief' for.the statute included three pages,of legal ; . ■

argument and 390 pages of sociological data.^ The Muller and Stettler ' ;

.decisions.set the stage for upholding another Oregon law guaranteeing a

ten-hour day, with overtime provisions for men i n ; i n d u s t r y . . :

. The "Brandeis Brief" had a great impact on the legal profession. . ■

‘ . • /, Case after case was presented in this way. Hhett Mr.- Brandeis ■ "
' : was appointed to the Supreme Court, Professor Frankfurter.took 

over the task. Not.all the. cases were won, but no competent at
torney would now think of arguing this type of case without fol- 
lowingithe pattern of the "Brandeis Brief." What the "Brandeis

■ . ! Brief" did was to convince the Court by degrees that the validity
: of social and eedtioiriic le|I)Siatlon could "not be intelligently ' • ■
. ' settled unless pne knew the cohdltlohs with which it dealt.32

":  ̂' : . ; ■ - ;-1. The Heritage of Cardozo. '' ;

. ' ' ' T/fe have surveyed various representative expressions of a judicial

. theory popularly known as "sociological jurisprudence."- We can readily

■ . 'spe that within the movement we find many variations on a central theme—  ;

the' function of lpw and courts as,social phendmonsC., ‘ Holmes’ pragmatism, 

Frank's psychology, Bingham’s' nominalism. PoundY:s teleology,- and Brandeis’ 

briefing techniques emphasize different.aspects of sociological juris- 

: prudence. Bach variation, in its own way, makes a contribution to the

■ \ 28see .Josephine Goldmark,/ "Women in Industry,:" reprinted for the 
National Consumer’s League, n.p., n.d. Includes Brandeis’ brief for the • 
State of Oregon, and the Court’s decision' in' Muller v.. Oregon. .

2?Stettler v. O’Hara 243 U.S. 629 Cl 917:1. ' ■ . .//'.'I

' f 30Robert E, Gl^hman, "WhatHappening to Our Constitution#" !Pub- ,
; V lie Affairs Pamphlets. LXX (1942) p. 7. ' . ; ; 1 if'

: ; : 3lBuntinq- v. Oregon 243 U.S. 426 (1917}. . : ■

■ ,. . ■_ 32Cushman, p. 2. ■ . . - •' ' • f; ■ f - ' - : ' 1
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stream of legal thought to which Cardozo is heir. Let us examide Car- 

dozo’s own expression of sociological jurisprudence, a school of legal 

thinking which "became? after the great struggle of 1937, the all but , 

official doctrine of the court

33Bernard Schwartz, The Sunreme Court (New York; Ronald Press, 
1957) p. 14, from Charles P. Curtis,- Lions Under the Thronep, 281.:



G-WriH 2 X

CARDOZO AS THB3RIST

Law. Societyand. Judicial Creativity

, : .Cardozo3 as well as others in the sociological school, rejects- '

the notion that law is•an eternal verity, unchanging and immutable in •

its nature and absolutely certain in its application. In one of his ret

rospective moments', Cardozo states that a quest for certainty is vain.

He says of himself: , ' -

' I was much troubled in spirit, in my first years upon the bench,
to find how trackless was the ocean' on which I had embarked. I- 
sought for certainty. I was oppressed and disheartened when I 

. found that the quest for it was futile. I was trying to reach . 
land, the solid land of fixed and settled rules the paradise of
a justice that would declare itself by tokens plainer and more
commanding than' its pale and glimmering reflections in my own vacil
lating mind and conscience. . . As the years have gone by, and as 
I have reflected more and more upon the nature of the judicial proc- 

. ■ ess, I have become reconciled to the uncertainty, because I have
grown to see it as i n e v i t a b l e . . .

. . To what does Cardozo a:ttri:bute the .uncertainty of 'law? Law is , - '

uncertain because it is inextricably related to the needs, values, and

beliefs of society.; Law reflects the mores of the times. This does not

mean, as the historical school would have it, that law is an unconscious 

growth determined by the Volksaeist— some mystical agreement of the peo- 

: - pie, Leyond the creative power of individuals. Csrdozo's hislgrlolsm is

Ifi.N,. Cardozo. Nature of the Judicial Process- (New Haven § Yale 
University Press,- 1921) p. 166, in Margaret E. Hall, Selected .Writings, 
of Beniamin Nathan Cardozo (New York: Fallon. 1947) pp. 177, 178.
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is a conceptual tool of explanation, sot ati :Irresistible force. His

tory has influence'4 the l.̂vr only in the sense/that life, or, more per

tinently,.' the experience of life, has' influenced it,. For. law is a social 

institution. .It is an .outgrowth of the constantly evolving society which 

it, in turn, governs. ... ; ' ; • ' : /

- ' Rule'by law is an attempt to impose stability, uniformity, and : .

predictability upon the relationship of groups in society.- Law arises 

from the desire to escape nihilism and seeks the assurance of a standard 

of action that will be acceptable to one's' fellow man. Yet, as social ■ ■•/. 

■ relationships change,; law must-also .change.,. The law must bring about a / / 

' new "equilibrium of social interests, moral and economic"; • it must effect 

, a new adjustment between competing groups. The metamorphosis is constant.

,"There are attractions and repulsions between one individual and another,

5 between individuals and groups, and finally between' groups themselves.

; Energies must be released and energies must be curbed. The reconcilia

tion of these opposites is one of the outstanding problems of the law; j 

• it is the problem of liberty and government."^ /' ', .*

Because law is the product of a society in flux, it is apparent •

: that it cannot be a certain body of knowledge. On the other hand, we can 

readily see that a concept of law as absolute fluidity would frustrate 

law's very purpose— that of ordering social relationships. Gardoto

tSee Nature, pp. 53, 54, in M.E. Hall, p. 128, where Cardozo 
quotes Maitland. : ; " / . ■ 1 / : - . - ’

• . %.M. Cardozo, Paradoxes of Legal'Science (New York? Columbia
University Press,, 1928) p. 72, in M.E. Hall, p. 297. ■ .■ ■ ■

•Paradoxes. p. 87, M.E. Hall, p.-, 306,, ' -
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recognizes this problem arid, in' pragmatic fashion,, attempts a; definition 

of law which mediates between the extremes of certainty and fluidity,

. Cardoza19 :theory of law abandons absolute conceptions, while a- 

voiding the realists’ conclusion that law is to be •equated with the be- . 

havior of the judge. Cardozo feels that realism, or neo-realism, as he 

prefers to call it, carries a onee-healthy scepticism too far. Having 

purged law of its fixed qualities, the realists have gone on to define 

law out of existence,5 Cardozo says? . '

; Now personally I prefer to give the label law to a much larger
assembly of social facts than would have.that label affixed to r 
them by many of the neo-realists, I find lying around loOse, and '

■ ready to be embodied.into a judgment according to some process of .
• selection to be practiced by a judge, a vast conglomeration of 
principles and rules and customs.andvusages and moralities. If 
these are so established as'to justify .a prediction- with reasons- ' 
able certainty that they will have the backing of the courts in 

. the event that their authority is challenged, I say they are law
, , , . My main objection to narrowing the definition is that in
so doing we come near to squeezing law out of existence,^

: In defining law as a: 'g^ebabilify^.Cardozo gives to legal rules

a status which mediates between two distinct competing values^ inherent

in them? one, that law give predictability to human; affairs; the other,

that law be flexible' endugh to adjust to new societal relationships as

they arise. The definition allows legal rules a permanence devoid of

ossification and a stability short Of immutability. In short, it allows

both predictability and change, . . ' ,

" CardOzo, "New York State Bar Address," New York State Bar
Assn, Report (.1932) p. 273, . in Hall, p, 14, under the editor's
title, '"Jurisprudence," ■ ; ■ - - ■ ; .

York Bar Address," p. 276, in M,E, Hall, p. 18, See also, 
B.N, Cardozo, Growth of the Law (New Haven? Yale University Press-, 1924) 
p, 53, in M,E, Hall, p. 207, where Cardozo explains what he includes 
within the meaning of legal rules,
1 • ' , 7Se.e Paradoxes, p, 6 f» in M,E, Hall, p. 2541 Paradoxes, p, 10, in

M.E, Hall, p, 2571 • ■ " • ' ’



Gaxdozo's yiew.of law allows it the flexibility necessary for it 

to.adjust to social change. Yet, while this adjustment is a constant 

process, it is often slow and disordered in its workings. Cardozo be

lieves that there is need for some agency, the function of which is to 
consciously guide the growth of legal rules in conformity with social 

needs. The vital readppiation of the legal corpus to contemporary so

cial conditions becomes the function of courts and judges.

In 1:9.21, Cardozo stated that in a small but important percentage 

of the cases that come before his court "a decision one way or the other, 

will count for the future, will advance or retard, sometimes much, some

times little, the development of the l a w ; , I n  these cases, the judge 

performs his creative function of adapting legal rules to the swiftly 

changing relationships they regulate. As we will see below, judicial 

creativity is not to work in cataclysmic fashion. Cardozo pictures the 

function as a slow, but constant, remoulding process. But the function 

must go on, if law and society are to have a correspondence that will 

afford justice.. ' ■

. Court. legislature and Constitution .

Given Cardozo1 s. claim that judges do and must legislate, we are • 
made aware that (excluding theories of natural law or historicism, where 

the law of men is merely the reflection of a greater reality) there are 

Several kinds' of law within the legal system. There is the law of judges

iNature. p. 165, in M.E. Hall, p. 177.
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or what has been historically known as the.common law; the law of the 

legislature, or. statute? and the higher law of the constitution. Tra

ditional American legal theory would maintain that legislatures, the 

people’s representatives, enact laws which are constitutionally within 

their competence? that judges apply the law of legislature and constitu

tion to specific controversies? that, in applying that law, judges should . 

seek only to determine the intent of the legislature or drafters of the 

constitution? that only when statute or constitution is silent should 

the courts apply the common law; and that, in applying the common law, 

the practice should be adherence to precedent. How much of this approach 

does Gardpzo' accept'?' - What are the limits- on the courts ’ power to pro

nounce 1aw? What is the status of the court'vis-a-vis legislature and , 

constitution within the governmental system? "

Where does the judge look for the law which he applies to specific 

contrWersies?; Cardbzo answers, • 1 ' ; ’ .

There are times when the source is obvious. The rule that fits 
the case may be supplied by the constitution or by statute. If 
that is so, the judge looks no farther. The correspondence ascer- 

, tainted; his duty, is to obey. The-'constitution.overrides a statute,
' but a statute, if consistent with the constitution, overrides the

law of judges. In this sense, judge-made law is secondary and sub
ordinate to the law that is made by legislators.

• ■ Cardozp would not have judges disregard the law of the legisla- 

ture or constitution in reaching their: determinations. ■ He is respect

fully aware of a line dividing the powers of the legislature from those 

of the courts. ’’One department of the government may not force upon

^Nature, p. 14, in M.E. Hall, p. 110.



another its own' standards of propriety „; . . . he says, and adds, . '

quoting himself, r"'It must be rememberOd that legislatures-.are'ultimate. ; : 

guardians of the liberties and welfare of the people in quite as great. ' 

a degree as courts, '."ff ■ He calls upon the bar to avoid subjectivity in 

their declaration's and tells the judge that "he may not substitute his - 

own reading for one established by'the 1egislature, acting within consti

tutional limitation's,' through the pronouncements of a s t a t u t e . Again, 

he says, "When legislature has spoken, and debldred'one interest superi

or to another, the judge must subordinate his personal or subjective es-. 

timate of value to the estimate thus declared. He may not nullify or 

pervert a statute because,•convinced- that an erroneous axiology is re
flected in its terms."13 • ■■ ■ ' '

When the law of the legislature is challenged before the courts . 

as invalid under some rule of the constitution, Cardozo, along with Holmes 

is again aware of judicial' propriety and indicates a willingness to allow 

the statute the: benefit of/the doubt. In judging the constitutionality 

of legislation,, the courts should feel free to. look into the working- of 

the statute as a means of informing their decision. However, CardozO 

.says, , • ' •i

The very need for such inquiry is warning that in default of full 
disclosure of the facts, there should be submission, readier than

' 1 ̂Nature, p. 90, in M.E. Hall, pu' 142«,vv/ •

;
. . • l^paradoxes; p. 55, in. M.E. Hall, p. 284. " . ' • • v'

■ i^Growth. pp. ^4,95 in Wi. E.. Hall, p. 227. - ;



. - has sometimes been accorded, to the judgment of lawmakers. The pre
sumption of validity should be more than a pious formula, to be sanc
timoniously repeated at the opening of an opinion and forgotten at

; ; the end* y . ̂ y : y , , y . . ... y'y ■

Gardozo'iKdiostes-his utiwillihOuess to substitute judge-made law 

• for constitutional or statutory law. yBut he has not said that such dec

larations should not be supplemented through judicial decision, Cardozo 

conceives of the function of the common law in a broad sense,V We may not 

infer from his statements indicating a distaste for judicial usurpation 

of legislative and constitutional• authuri.'ty that the common law is to be 

used only when a rule to fit the case at hand must be provided in the com

plete absence of statutory or constitutional pronouncement. The creative 

application of. judge-made law extends into areas other than those where 

statute and constitution are mute. How does Cardozo defend this position 

in the face of possible criticism that he is misusing the .'judicial func

tion, an error w h i c h  he ostensibly tries to avoid? .. , _ .

Cardozo*s call for the creative function of judges working through 

the common law rests, I believe, ort two closely related assumptions: the 

first, that the meaning of law changes with new combinations of social 

relationships!' the second, that most constitutional and statutory rules 

are enunciated in general terms (a practice which Cardozo favors) or are 

ambiguous in their meaning. Thu s', while the judge "may not nullify or 

pervert a statute because convinced that an erroneous axiology is reflected

l^Paradoxes, p. 125, in M.E. Hall, p. 329. However, Cardozo is 
quite aware that the last word lips with the courts, and he is quite will
ing to hate them exert their authority' when legislation is clearly per
sonal or.arbitrary. See Paradoxes» pp. 98, 99, In M.E. Hall,, p. 312.



in its terms,"-*-5 he must often supplement the given rule. He must give 

it meaning and direction through interpretation.

" Why does Cardozo feel that courts are better fitted than' legis

latures to extend, supplement, and readjust the law in line with the 

needs of-society? The answers are found in his belief that the process 

of adjustment is to be accomplished slowly by agencies in constant touch 

with the problems of law in its everyday workings; that the rule in the 

,statute books has little meaning apart from its application; and, final

ly, that the.process of adjustment and extension demands a degree of 

flexibility deficient in the statutory declaration.

Justice is not to be taken by storm. She is to be wooed by slow 
advances. Substitute statute for decision, and you shift the cen- 

- ter of authority, but add no quota of inspired wisdom. If legisla- • 
tion is to take the place of the creative action of the courts, a 
legislative committee must stand back of us at every session, a 
sort of supercourt itself. No guarantee is given us that a choice 

• •thus made will be wiser than our own, yet its form will give it a
■ .rigidity that will make retreat or compromise impossible. We shall 

be exchanging a process of trial and error at the hands of judges 
V ' who make it the business of their lives for a process of trial and 

error at the hands of a legislative committee who will give it such 
spare moments as they can find amid multifarious demands

Cardozo thinks that it is in the best interests of justice that 

law be stated by constitution and legislature in clear but general terms, 

giving a statement of value but leaving it to courts to interpret the 

rule in the light of specific social needs.; In 1921,' Cardozo argues con

vincingly for a' fact-tfindihg agency to- inform, court and legislature of 

each other’s needs. ’’Legislation is needed/’ Cardozo says,

-/Growth„ pp. 94, 95, in.K»%, Hail, p. 227.

1 ̂Growth, pp. 133,134, in M.E. Hall, $>. 245.
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not to repress the forces through which judge-made law develops., 
but to stimulate and free them. Often a dozen lines or less will 
be enough for our deliverahce. The rule that is to emancipate is 
not to imprison in particulars. It is to speak the language of ■ 
general principles, which, once declared, will be developed and 
expanded . . . .  The judicial process is to be set in motion again, 
.but with a new point of departure, a. new impetus and direction. - In 
breaking one set of shackles, we are not to substitute another. We 
are to set the judges free.-v ' . - > \ j

In summary, we pan say of Cardozo that he is conscious of the 

need for judicial propriety regarding the limits of the judges’ power 

to create law, but lie is also deeply .conscious of the value of common 

law as a tool for developing and extending law along those lines of growth 

that will afford social justice. His respect for the authority of stahl./- 

ute and constitution' is undoubted; but this should not be construed to 

’ mean that he views the judicial function tt̂ rrowly.. His willingness to 

presume the validity of legislation is not indicative of a feeling that 

statutes are sacrosanct; it is simply his realization that constitutional 

meanings vary from age to age, not only for courts, but for legislatures 

as well. Statute and constitution are important parts, but only parts, 

of the law which governs society. To expand them to the proportions of 

a legislative code would be both undesirable and infeasible; first, be- , 

cause of the social injustice of an inflexible command directed to chang

ing" circumstances| and second, because this would be futile, for inter

pretation cannot be circumvented.1® It should be emphasized that Car

dozo does not conceive of his theory of the judicial, process as radical

. 17*%'Ministry of Justice.” Harvard Law Review. XXXV (1921-22) p.
113, in M.E. Hall, p. 361. ' ' . ■ '

1®See Nature, pp. 14, 16, in M.E. Hall, pp. 110, 111.



in nature. The judicial function, insofar as it is, legislative in na

ture, is evolutionary, not revolutionary, "Justice is to be wooed by 

slow advances,"19 he has said. To the legislature is to be reserved, any 

sudden and far-reaching shift in policy, '-

- . ■ The Judge and the Social #eifare ' ■ ■ •

In his considerations of the legal process, Cardozo' is' principal- - 

ly concerned with the courts’ creative function within the area of the 

common law. In this area, he believes, common law judges have always 

ieglslated, .coBScipbsly or unconsciouslyy by some process of custom,' or 

precedent, or innovation,^ The common' law rule.has always been tested 

by experience and, if found to be tin's at i s fac tory, has been discarded.

The common law "does not work from pre-established truths of universal 

and inflexible validity to conclusions derived from them deductively.

Its method is inductive, and ii draws; its' g-enerallzatidnrs from particu

lars.'*21 t : f .- v ' . . ;

The common law, according to Cardozo, is thought of as an instru

ment of justice, which .will provide a rule where one is lacking and sup- 

piemeni a .statute or the constitution within #hdse interstitial limits 

where interpretation demands innovation. Judges are to evaluate common 

law rules by their' utility. Yet, if pragmatism is "a new name for some

■ ' ‘ 1^Growth, p. 133, in M.E. Hall, p. 245.

i 2%ature. p. 116, in' M.E. Hall, p. 155. - . -

^Nature, pp. 22. 23.’ in M.H. Hall, p. 114.



old ways of thinking^" as James has said, there has been insufficient 

..realization'lby'members of the bench and bar of their duty' to ‘calculate 

the social, advantage of legal rules. A s  Holmes has pointed out, "The 

duty is inevitable, and 'the result of the often proclaimed judicial aver- 

. si on to deal with such consideration's is simply to leave the very ground 

and foundation of judgments- inarticulate and often u n c o n s c i o u s . "23 it is. 

■not the least of Cardozd'S contributions that.he advocates, in his judi

cial philosophy, the conscious guidance of the law by the judiciary along 

lines of growth that will conform to society's needs. v:

>:v; : The past has been dominated, Cardpzo feels, by an overemphasis : 

on precedent as a guide:to judicial decision. Stare decisis, it was as- . 

sumed, would rid the law of its capricious qualities and result inaa bet

ter, because more uniform, justice. Ironically enough, Cardozo points 

out, a tod-faithful adherence to precedent has had quite the opposite 

effect. It has produced an over-emphasis on particulars, obscuring the 

universal elements in,the common law.^ ,The result is a choice of prece

dents so great that the bewildered judge cannot hope to understand the ; 

implications of the many alternatives. "An avalanche of decisions by 

tribunals great and small is producing a. situation where a citation of v 

.precedent is tending to count for less, and appeal to an informing prin- ; 

ciple is tending to.count for more."25 Thus, Cardozo favors the work of

22william James, Pragmatism. A New Name 'for Some ’Old Wavs of 
Thinking (New Yorks Longman's, Green and Co., 1925} p. I,

• 23Beryl H. Levy, Cardozo..and Frontiers of Legal'• Thinking (New 
York8 Oxford University Press, 1938} pp. 116, 117, from O.W. Holmes Jr., 
"The Path of the Law," Collected Legal Papers, p. 184. . ’ ■ j .

G r o w t h , p. .5, In M.E. Hall, p. 187.
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, the American Law Institute;^ which attempts to restate the' law in a" fash

ion that will allow courts to see through the vagaries of precedent to ' 

the broad'rules of the,: common law*- thereby freeing the law for renewed 

growth.' 1,:' -1,

However, if the law is not to develop willy-nilly, without direc

tion, it needs more than a restatement from time to time. It needs ends 

to which it may conform in its development; it needs an objective by 

which its utility may be measured.. There is need of a statement of what 

the law ought to accomplish in its workings. The end which Cardozo for- - 

mulates' he calls "social welfare"- or social justice."27" What meaning 

does he give his-' term?:.- . ' f : , 7 ' ' '

Social welfare .is a broad term. I use it. to cover many concepts 
,• more or less allied. It may mean what is commonly spoken of as

public policy, the good of the collective body.. In such cases, its 
demands are often those of .mere expediency or prudence. .It may mean 
on-the" other hand the social gain that is wrought by adherence to 

. the standards of right conduct, which find expression in the mores 
of the community. In such cases, its demands are those of religion . 
pf of ethics or of - the social sense of justice, whether formulated 
in creed or system, or immanent in' the common mind.39 . : ,

The term "social welfare," with all its lack' of precision, indi

cates a concern with the felt needs of society, as it is viewed at any 

given time. In the' present expectations of the social body Is to be found 

the key to.which the law should conform in its workings. '"’The problem,1

' '̂Growth, pp. 3, 4, 5, in M.:E. Hall, pp. 186,187. '

. 27see Nature-, pp. 31,- 71,' 113, 150, in'M.E. Hall, pp. 117, 135,
154, i7i.:, ■ ■ ■ ; , v  :: I . ; ; : ; : ' ; : ' .

— Mature« pp. 71, 72, in M.E. Hall, p. 135. • ■ . '



in the word's of Dewey, ’̂is. ptte:: df. cWMtiUnuSg vital reWaptation,.'' . - .

.' J . The end of the law is to regulate human activities, in conformity 

with the- needs; and desires of the social body. However, the judge still 

heeds techniques of judging'. Cardozo has outlined four such methodst

The directive . force of q principle may . be. exerted along the line 
of logical progression; this I will call the rule of analogy or 
the method of philosophy; along the line of historical development;

..... this. I will call the method of evolution; along the line of the cus- .
toms of the community; this 1 will call.the method of tradition;
along the lines of justice, morals and social' welfare, the mores of 

, the day; and this I will ca'll the .method of sociology.30

The method of logic or analogy will help keep s consistency in

the law, without which it would be capricious and, in many cases, there

fore, unjust. Cardozo says,

I am hot to mar the symmetry of the legal structure by the intro
duction of Incon'siqtencles and: irreievancies and artificial excep- 
tions unless for- some sufficient 'reason,, which will commonly be ■. 
some consideration of history or custom or policy or justice.
Lacking such a reason I. must be logical, just as I must be impar- " 
tial, and upon like grounds.31 . -

' The misuse of logic arises when its method and its ends are thought 

of and used in some absolute sense. Logical consistency cannot be treated 

as an end-in-itself.32 ; ' . ■ ’ ; - ;

. . Another'guide, to judicial decision is the method of history, where

in "the directive force of the precedent may be found in the events that 

made it'what it isy or' inispmb principle which enables it to say of it

29Growth. pi 85, from John Dewey, Human Nature and Conduct, p. 
240, in M.'E. Hall, p. 223. ' • -V , • = ''h ' 1. t V ' • ■

30Nature. pp. 30. .31. in M.S. Hal1, p. 117.
3lNatUre, p. ,33) in M.E. Hall, p. 118 v 1 ̂ ^

■' • ^Nature, n.- ibt in' M.£. Hall. p. 123.. • .
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what it ought to be»"^^ By studying the historical use of a rale, the ■ 

judge can disc-eru to what origi'hal purpose it. resppn'ded aud upon that 

determination' decide whether the' rule remain's valid today.^

If analogy and history do not give direction to the judge, he 

may find that the method of custom or traditional usage of the rule will 

give him aid. "General standards of right and duty are established. Cus

tom must determine whether there has been adherence or departure.

Standing behind all these methods (which often overlap in thejr 

application) add-determining the sxtenrt to which they will be used is 

the "method of sociology/' for, in the final analysis, the law must al

ways respond to the needs of the society which it serves.

Logic and history and custom have their.place. We will shape the 
law to conform to them when we may; but only within bounds. The end 
which the law serves will dominate them all . . . . I do not mean,

" of course, that judges are commissioned to set aside existing rules 
at pleasure in favor of any other set of rules which they may hold
to be expedient or wise. I mean that when they are called upon to
say how far existing rules are to be extended or restricted, they 
must let the welfare of society fix the path, its direction and. its 

' distance.36 ' ■ . . i ' ' /

The judge impresses upon the law a direction which is not purely 

automatic. tie is seeking an elusive "social justice" which demands that 

the law conform to the needs of the: society which it governs. In the ' 

pursuit of this goal, it follows that knowledge Of the law with which he 

works, as well as information concerning the social situations to which

t ' SSMature. o. 52. in.M.l. .tialls p.' 1272 V

3%ature, • pp. 53, 54, in M.E. Hall, p. 128.

35Nature. o. 62, in M.E. Hal1, p. 131=

■ . 36Nature, pp. 66, 67, in M.E. Hall, p. 133. / ;



- the law is to' be applied, are- of Vital importance to the successful 

judge. . ' : • -y- - . ■■ ; ' ; : .. .

."Nothing can take the place of rigorous and accurate and profound 

study of the law as already developed by the wisdom of the past. This 

is the raw material which we are to mould. Without it̂  no philosophy . 

will amount to much, any more than a theory of aesthetics will help the 

sculptor who would mould the statue without the clay."^

And Cardozo makes it clear that profound study of the law in the 

record .books is not enough, if the judge is to use the 1aw effectively. ,

He tells a: graduating'elasS; in laW, "You will need, to know much more 

than law, or rather till you know many other things not often ranked as : 

law, you will find that law itself is in reality unknown,"38 In apply

ing the law to the end of the social welfare, it is by Brandeis* example 

that judges should mold their methods. The social welfare cannot be , '

known until the law's functioning is known. The function of the law will 

not be understood "without the recorded observations, the collected facts 

and figures, the patient and systematic studies, of scientists 'and social 

workers,"4  ̂ . y-;; : ' : - . ; ; 1

37Growth, p.-60, in M.E. Hall, p. 212, ,

33"Our Lady of the Common JLawl" St. John's Law Review. XIII (1939}.• 
pp. 231-242, in M.E. Hall, p. 96. , —

39samuel J. Konefsky has said of•Brandeis that "He was one of the 
few in his profession who understood finance as well as law See :
Konetsky, The Leaacv of Holmes and Brandeis (New York: The Macmillan Co., 
1957) p. 67. ' '' ;

^Growth, p. 123, in' M.E. Hall, p. 240. . .
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the Relativity of legal Meanings

We have seen that Cardozo's legal thought is predicated upon the

realization that, because of changes in social relationships, law varies 
. ' t | ; . ' . . ■ ' •  ̂ /

In its meaning from age to age. Thus, legal concepts take on a relativi

ty suggestive of Darwinian evolution and reflective of its child, prag

matism. /Cardozof s .relativism is the admission that, while a "reality 

that is absolute and unconditioned may exist, . . . man must know it, if 

at all, through the conditioned and the relative.Like: Justice Holmes, 

whom he so deeply admired, Cardozo was not content to let a label or a 

catchword stand in the way of perceptive analysis. Legal rules and pre

cepts, he believed, vary in their authority and meaning with variations 

In the circumstances wherein they are applied. -'We are tending more and 

more toward an appreciation of the truth," he said,

that, after all, there are few rules; there are chiefly standards 
and degrees. It is a question of degree whether I have been neg
ligent. It is a question of degree whether in the use of my own 
1and, I have created a nuisance which may be abated by my neighbor.

' , It is a question of degree whether the law which takes my property ..
. and limits my conduct, impairs my.liberty unduly.^2

We speak of "liberty" and "freedom" and "equality" and "the sanc

tity of property." , Are these rights absolute and unchanging to all gen

erations? For Cardozo's answer, let us turn to his analysis of these 

terms.

We are .familiar with the controversy involving government regula

tion of private property between the years following the Civil War and

^Growth. p. 46, in M.E. Hall, p. 205. 

^Nature, p.. 1.61. in M.'£. Hall, pp. 175, 176,



' ■■■ : ' A ■ •' > ' ■ so.
Roosevelt*s "Court-packing'' battle in' the 1930's. Cardozo served on- the" 

bench and wrote his extra-judicial commentaries on the jadlcial 'process 

during much of this period. .He was keenly aware of the vigorous debate. 

over the meaning of the word "liberty" in the Fifth and Fourteenth Amend

ments to the United States Constitution. His experience as a judge had .

'taught him that the "due process" clauses of these amendments were used 

to protect both the ”substantive" rights'of property and "procedural"

. y ; v i  r  ^  -
'■ Cardozo claimed that the word•"liberty" was at first thought of

as absolute and immutable.^ Howeyer, changing social conditions were 

responsible for a new concept of liberty such as was revealed by Holmes 

in his Lochner dissent, "This neWg- flexible concept recognized the valid

ity of governmental regulations', except as a fair and rational individual 

might "admit that the statute proposed would, infringe fundamental prin

ciples as they have been understood by the traditions of our people and 

our law."44 Cardozo pointed out that the freedoms contained within the 

. concept " 1 iberty" have new:meaning for new generations. ■ "Power might be 

exercised with brutal indifference to the many when society was organized 

'on a basis of special privilege for the few. Democracy has brought in 

its wake a new outlook . . . and . * * a new law."45 Restraints that 

would have been considered arbitrary in times past may be useful and

, ' •̂ Nature, dp. 77, 7'8, in M.E. Hall, pp. 137, 138. /

I. ; ■ ; 4%ature. p. 8 %  tin Hall ̂ p. 138, :: ' - 1 ' '

' 45paradoxes. o. 19. in M.E. Hall, o. 262. ..
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rational today» If liberty is exercised with impunity by the strong and 

unscrupulous, the result may often be a contraction of liberty for. the' 

weak and helpless. Because an ”excess of liberty contradicts i t s e l f ,  

government can actually expand the liberty of the many at the expense of 

the irresponsible few. Government, through restraint, can guarantee to 

all parties the equality on which true social liberty depends. This is 

the case in bargaining between employers and employees for wages and hours 

and other conditions of employment. ^Restrlcties®, viewed narrowly, may. 

seem to foster inequality. The same restrictions, when viewed broadly, 

may be seen 'to be necessary in the long run in order to establish the 

equality of position between the parties in which liberty of contract • 

begins*f*47 . ' ■ V  ' . •

Thus, in cases involving government control over the property or 

economic activities; of: individuals expect Cardozo not to favor f

absence of restraint as an end-irt—itselfo Conversely, he would approve 

of governmental action that fosters the equality on which true 1iberty 

depends. ' : Vvv "'; ' y \ ; \ , • ' '

Individual pruperty, like personal liberty, is protected by the . 

Constitution against governmental control. -While Cardozo viewed the pro- 

•tection of private property as a recognition of what is self-regarding 

in the mind of man, he realized that human nature is not selfishness 

alone. ."Judges and lawmakers," he says, ."have seen;that private property,

^Paradoxes.■ o. 95. in M.E. Hall, p. 310. . . ... . .....

^Nature, p. 83, in M.E. Hall, p. 139, from Holmes J., dissenting 
in Coppaqe y. Kansas. 236 U.S. 1, 27. . .
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if it is to be moulded in response to humaH needs, must be the expression 

of an egoism that is shorn of brutality.1’ y

Property rights in a more complex industrialized society may be 

required to take on a new status, and a more modern interpretation rec

ognizes this.

Property, like liberty, though Immune under the Constitution from 
destruction, is not. immune from regulation essential for the common.. 
good. What that regulation may be, every generation.must work out 
for itself . . . . Men are saying today that property, like every 
other social institution, has a special function to fulfill. Legis
lation which destroys the institution is one thing. Legislation 
which holds it true to its function is quite another.

The judicial problem, as regards the.rights of property ownership,

is to "’’learn , . .«' to distinguish . . . between what is essential in the

concept of ownership and so invariable under the constitution, and what
50is accidental . « . and severable at the call of social needs."

Let us turn from a consideration of problems relating to economic 

liberty and the rights of property to another area where the problem in

volves governmental restraint versus individual freedom. Let us turn to 

Cardozo1s discussion of personal liberty, or, more specifically, those 

freedoms of expression guaranteed in the First Amendment and More recent

ly interpreted to be included within.the meaning of the Fourteenth Amend

ment,^ ; ■ ' p ■ ' . . : , . .. ' ,

48Pa'radoxes. p. 129, in M.E. Hall, p. 331.

^Nature. p. 67. in M.F. Hall. p. 141. 

bOpgradoxes. p p. 131, 132, in M.E, Hall, p. 332.

51See Gitlow v. New York, 268 U.S. 652 (1925).



' - Cardozo1s view of the freedom of the intellect is that it is in

exorably related to the successful growth of the personality. The devel

opment of the personality, in turn, is predicated upon the opportunity . 

for making intelligent or informed choices. Cardozo says,

Personal liberty is a poor and shrunken thing, incapable of satis
fying our aspirations or our wants, if it does not exact as its mini
mal requirement that there shall be the maintenance of opportunity 
for the growth of personality. (Cf. Hobhouse, Social Evolution and 
Political Theory, p. 199) « . « . There is no freedom without choice,

' and there is no choice without knowledge,-— or none that is not illu
sory . v. . . At the root of all liberty is the liberty to know.^2

' Cardozo goes on to quote Hobhouse id an expression of his own at

titude, ■which indicates a willingness to accept positive government action 

that will free the individual in the free development of personality.

• ■ ,1 The value of liberty . . . is to build up the life of the mind .
•• while the value of state control lies in securing the external

conditions, including the mutual restraint, whereby, the life of. . ;.
the .mind is rendered secure . . . . The further development of the 
state lies in such, an extension of public control as makes for the 
fuller development of the life of the mind. - ' ;

y Positive government activity that secures the free development 

of the personality and the intellect is considered valid by Cardozo. 

Government activity that restricts it is not viewed so flexibly. In con

sidering the freedom of expression, the freedom to develop the life of 

.the mind through a free flow of ideas which will inform the choice and v 

make it a truly free choice, Cardozo comes, as close as we will ever find 

him, to a position that is absolute. In an essay about Justice Holmes, 

W'paypi' - 1 p  - ; - ■ . v , V.- . .v.

"■ .. -5Paradoxes', pp. 103. 104, in M.E. Hall, p. 317.

• . 53P'aradoxes.. pp. 107, 108. from Hobhouse. Social Evolution and 
Political Theory, p. 202, in M.'E. Hall, p'« 319.



Only in one field is compromise to be excluded, or kept within 
the narrowest limits. There shall be no compromise of the freedom 
to think one's thoughts and speak them, e’xcept at those extreme 
borders where thought merges into action» There is to.be no com
promise here, for'thought freely communicated is the indispensable 

/ ; condition of intelligent experimentation, the one test of its valid- ;
ity . . . o Here are goods to be conserved, however great the seem
ing sacrifice. We may not squander the thought that will be the 

: inheritance of the ag’eso54 / -1; 1 - I. - yy •

■ ■ ; Cardozo qualifies his position somewhat when he explains that the

liberty guaranteed to us by the Constitution is not the liberty to act.

Rather, it is the liberty to think and speak. Thought and speech in some

situations may be considered as action which may be. restrained by govern.-.

ment.^ However, he says', "If the reading of the balance is doubtful,

the presumption in favor of liberty should serve to tilt the beam."

Cardozo’s discussions of liberty and governmental restraint should 

serve to give us art indication of his attitude concerning not only the : 

relative nature of legal meanings, in•time and place but of the content . 

he attributed to some of these meanings in his own epoch. In his gener- ■ 

tion, he believes, governmental control is not in itself -art evil. Instead,, 

of being a tyranny to be avoided, it can and should (paradoxical though 

it may seem) expand liberty through restriotlv'e measures, ; It is to open 

the avenues of freedom by guaranteeing equality, by allowing the free 

development of the personality, by holding property responsible to.ithe . 

soci.ety which ;prbd.ects the rights of ownership. In only one area is

54"Mr. Justice Holmes^”' Harvard law Review.- XLIV (1931) in M.R.. 
Hall, pp. 82, 83. .. 1, : , / ' y -

^Sae Paradoxes, pp. 112, 113, in M.E.- Hall, p. 322.

^paradoxes, p, 115, in M.E. Hall, p. 323. I: .'' ' ' :



governmental restriction of freedom to be kept at an absolute minimum. 

This is the area, essential to the very function of democracy and prag

matic experimentation, where thought and expression do not merge into 

action. ■ :



caaraR: h i

: ' . 1 A jimm , - . . :

The-Bole oiF Government in the Economic Sphere -

1 :. Between the 1880's and 1937, a great battle raged in American . >

jntisprudence. The:main point of contention was the role of government 

in the economic sphere. More specifically, the controversy involved such 

related matters- as the extent of governmental control to be allowed over 

private property; whether government could regulate the relationship be- ■: 

tween various economic interests; and the extent to which government it

self could-carry on economic activity.

: , 1  . Those who prospered under the status quo were understandably op

posed to governmental interference in economic matters. Their position . .. 

. was reinforced by the teachings of.laissez-faire economics, which held 

, that the natural functions of the economic order could not be safely \ .

'tampered with, lest their harmonious workings be thrown Into disorders .

. In sociology, progressive legislation was confronted with an— , 

other argument against change. .Spencerian social'Darwinism implied:that 
governmental interference with "natural" social relationships would only. 

hinder that progress of society which accompanies the elimination of the 

weak' and the preservation of the strong. ; ;■ t

Some believed that God, Himself, had set these natural laws of

economic gnd sooipl.' development into motion. To tamper with their har- -.

monious workings was therefore felt to be both futile and evil. .
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These theories of economics- and sociology were very compatible 

 ̂with the natural law legal theory inherited by Americans through the .. 

English common law. ’’Natural law” was assumed to have been embodied in 

the Constitution by the Founding Fathers. From this, it followed that . 

.the judicial function was a mechanistic process, wherein the immutable 

legal rule revealed ir|tthe #onstitu.tion' was to be applied, without dis

cretion, to the case at hand. - . . • ■ ' I I v: • :

■ ' , . The American judiciary--espeoiallY the IJnited States gnpreme

Court— stood as a protector of property against the encroachments of pro

gressive legislation. Hundreds of pieces of social legislation were 

Struck down on the basis that they deprived Someone; of ■■ "property’’ or 

- "liberty of -contract’' without "due process of law*"" \ Any attempted govern- ■ 

mental activity in the economic sphere was met with judicial suspicion 

and narrow constitutionalism.

. ■ ■ In some of the critical years of this controversy, Cardozo served 

as a Judge on the New York Court of Appeals and the United States Supreme. - 

Court, His theory of the proper role of governmental activity was quite 

different from that of the American judiciary generally. His pragmatic,, 

sociological views were out of harmony with those who felt that positive 

government action was futile and dangerous because it interfered with 

some.natural order governing human relationships'. Yet, his constancy in 

these matters is impressive, ' Cardorois judicial craftsmanship never gives 

Way.-to mechanistic conceptions, a priori truths, or narrow constitution

alism, ' V .' .v; h ' : - '' ' "'I-',;-:; " ■ ,'M. '■ ;



. In dealing with the legal rights -of worki'ngmen5 • Cardozo' s prag

matic judicial philosophy is faced with the task of interpreting consti- - 

tutional meanings for a nation undergoing a process of rapid industriali

zation. Since the Civil War, the growth of industry had been rapid. With 

this growth, the problems of those who manned the instruments of produe- 

tion increased also* ' " ' , • ' '" . ;

The needs of workers in industry pressed for legal recognition.

' What was to be the legal status of organized labor? Was it to be treated 

as ”a conspiracy in restraint of: traie?^ ' Could labor unions carry b:n.; - 
peaceful activities in the furtherance of their own interests? Were peace

ful labor activities to be protected by government? These are some of the 

questions with which Cardozo was.confronted during his years on the bench. 

What ,waa hie judicial positipn regarding' them? • -

Gases Involving l,Ap^Is .right to paanlzM . ;.
the New York Court of Appeals - ■

Ifhen the legal controversy arose over the right of workers to or

ganize and carry on peaceful activities for the 'purpose of gaining better ■ 

conditions of employment, Cardozo recognized, as he had expressed in his 

writings, that true freedom depends upon essential equality. Workers.,

. he felt, should not be prevented from furthering their;own interests, by 

being forbidden their valid and peaceful activities through collective 

action. \ ■ •. , v . . ,
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In a 1917 case,-*- Cardozo concurred in an opinion' by Judge Andrews 

which, refused to enjoin a union from sending notices to.union members and • 

building contractors, urging them not to use woodwork produced by non-' 

v union manufacturers/  ̂y ff-'1' : ' ■: • . ; t/. " /

Ten years later, Cardozo again joined with Andrews in a holding 

favorable to.collective bargaining. , This time/ the conflict involved 

"yellovj-dog" contracts— -contracts- imposed as a' 'condition, of employment 

in which laborers promised not.to join labor unions* The Court of Appeals 

refused' to enforce such "contracts" and upheld the right of employees to 

organize, strike, and picket peaceably. In the State of New. York this 

decision accomplished, under, common law, what Congress would be una'ble 

to do through legislation until 1937.^

'. Other cases in which Cardozo participated gave additional evidence 

that he was aware of the conditions of workers in an industrial society 

and would allow law to respond to their needs; ' Tn Interborough Eagid 

Transit Co. v. Lavin^ and People v. Nixon.  ̂he is in a' court majority 

which sanctions the peaceful•activities of union members acting to further

iBossert v. Dhu'v. 221 N.Y. 342 (1917).

- : ^Exchange .Bakery v. Rifkin, 245.M.Y., 260 (1927), ,

. .%ee Adair v. United States. 208 U.S. 161; (1:908) and compare with 
Virginia Railway Co. v«. System Federation No. 40,300 U.S. 515 (1937) ° It 
should also be noted that ten years before the Rifkin decision,- the United 

. States Supreme Court.had upheld the use of "yellow-dog” contracts in the 
West Virginia coal fields. See Hitchman Coal Co. v. MitGhell. 245 U.S.. 
225 (1917). '7*' . •" ' - \ / ' : . ' '

■ • 4247 N.Y. 65.(1928). . ) . ' . . ..

.. ... ' . 5248 N.Y, .182 (1928). . ■ '



their interests. And, in a 1931 case,6 when the controversy arose be

tween rival labor unions contending for supremacy in' a particular indus

try, Cardozo’s opinion for the majority recognized the right of labor 

unions to picket each other, distribute pamphlets, and make statements - 

intended to inform laborers' of the relative superiority of their union 

over another.

Cases involvlnO labor's right to organizes -:
the United States Supreme Court

While on the Court of Appeals, Cardozo refused to use the power 

of the courts to restrain union' activity. Later, as a member of the

United States Supreme Court, he consistently voted to uphold progressive
. ■ ■ , ' ' ' . - y ■ ■ :
legislation protecting the collective bargaining rights of employees by

placing' restrictions on the activities of employers.

In 1935, the Guffey Coal Act was declared void by the Supreme 

Court,7 Among other things, the act had regulated labor relations in the 

vital bituminous coal industry, Cardozo was joined by Brandeis and Stone 

in dissent against this ruling, . -

Jhst ORd year preylpus td the Carter decision. Congress, with the 

passage of the Wagner Act, had given regulatory agencies the power to pre

vent "unfair labor practices" by employers doing business in interstate 

commerce. Two years later the act was challenged and upheld.® Cardozo

" bNann v. Eaimlst, 255 N.Y. 307 (1931}, • ■

^Carter v,. Carter Gaol Co,. 298 U.S. 238 Cl936).

^N,L.R.B» v. Jones and Lauahlih Steel Corp,'. 301 U,S. 1 (1937),
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voted in this and in two similar cases, to allow such Congressional

. action in the natio'n'al in'tei'est» • •

■ . Justice Cardozo’s position in the Carter and N.LoFLBi cases rec

ognized that peaceful and orderly (because fair and equal) relations 

between employers and employees may be of benefit to society as a whole. 

Thus, we witness an application of his belief that the welfare of society y 

is a vfinSl, arbiter;of . 1 egal 0onf lietsv . ■ "

• - : Minimum Wage and Hour begislati'on - " '

Closely related to the problem of labor organization was the mat

ter of government action which guaranteed certain condition's of employment ' 

to workers in industry, ' ' ' ■ .

Laissez-faire economic theory had taught that the "natural laws 

O.f economics" are supremely valid means for determining the relations be

tween employer and employee. Wages, hours, and other conditions of labor 

were assumed to be the natural result of precision-like, economic laws.

This.theory of economics was reinforced by conservative social Darwinism, 

which held that the fittest would and should survive in the social strug

gle— that only through a preservation of the able and elimination of the 

weak and incompetent could society progress. The legal counterpart of 

such beliefs was foUnd in the common law fiction, "liberty of contract," ■

. . "Liberty of contract" rested, on the plausible assumption that both

parties to a labor contract had equal opportunity to protect their

SAssociated Press y.«- N,L»R,E,,, 301 U,S» 1D3 (l93'7) I Washington, 
Virginia andf Marvland Coach Co, v, N,E.,R,B», 301 U.S. 142 (1937} „ ■



: yespeetlw iritefests * if - only government did not interfere with the - bar- . '

■ gaining process. . The burden was on the government to' show that legisla

tion tWpering %ith such. a sdcred'rIght. wes necessary to the health, mo.r- 

.als g or safety of the community. : . ; ;' vl ■ . • ■ .

' v • ‘ In the -1905'Hew,York Bakeshop Case,10 a state law' limiting the

hours of work in bakeries was struck down by the Supreme Court as an ar- 

' bitrary interference with ̂ liberty‘of' con tract" without "due' process of ; ."

; law" (which in this and similar eases refers to the "substantive" not 

"procedural”itspecfe'of •welfare legtsiatioh}.’- ;ifith this stroke began 

some thirty years of legal harassment by courts of wage and hour legis- - .

lation, state and national. . ■ ' v

... Judge Cardozo could never be persuaded that there is any real free

dom existent when. a single worker is left, unassisted, to. bargain, for 

, ing conditions against a giant corporation. Nor would he put the burden 

of proof on the legislature to show that legislation controlling the bar

gaining process is unquestionably justifiable. . t/\. : t'., -' ' /

Cdses involving wage and hour legislations . ■ ■ / ..., h
the New York Court of Appeals. . tt* v : -p .:

Two year's after the Bakeshop Case, and seven years previous to 

Cardozo’s appointment to the Court of Appeals,- that Court, following the

■ JLochner doctrine.' 'had invalidated: a law; limiting the hours of women fac- .. 

tory worker s. H  .: : t - - ttv y: .. ' :. ' yiv-'.o-

' v luL.ochner v. New York. 196 U.S. 45 (1905). ' .. v ; -

. '' llpeoole v. Williams. 189 N.Y. 131 (1907). - ■ - : ..



Following Cardozo’s advent to the Court of Appeals in 1914, we 

•witness a sudden change in the attitude of its personnel regarding social 

legislation, We are led to believe, as ahdther writer has strongly implied 

that Ca'rdozo’s influence was instrumental in the Court's change to a more 

flexible position,^“'This position recognized that "freedom" and "due 

process" are not static meanings| that, in effect, there is no "liberty 

of contract" when an individual is forced to bargain with a huge corpora

tion for conditions of employment; that, with changing social conditions, 

the state police power must be allowed to deal effectively with new prob- 

; lems as they arise; and that the ultimate welfare of society lies in let- ; 

ting the legislature pass such measures as are reasonable and not clearly 

unconstitutional.

' The case which marked the abrupt change of attitude by the Court . 

of appeals13 involved a minimum wage and hour law similar to the one struck 

down in Feonle y, Williams. .The SchweinTer decision rejected the Lochner 

and Williams rationales In upholding a minimum hour law for women workers 

in industry. Shortly thereafter, Cardozo was again in a majority which 

validated a six-day week for workers in i n d u s t r y . . ■

Cardozo's respect for flexible constitutionalism is revealed in a 

1927 case. In Campbell v. Citv of New York..15 a taxpayer had brought suit 

under the Fourteenth Ifeiendment to enjoin the awarding of public works i

iSJoseph F. Pollard-. Mr. Justice Cardozo (New York? York town Press,
1935) pp. 105, 106. • ' . • ■ ' • T

‘ ^%eonle v. .Schwelhier' Fre'ss. 214 N.Y. 395 (1915}. . r

■ V ̂ People v.. Kllnck Facklhg C o . 2 i 4  'N̂ Y. 121 (1915).



contracts containing a "prevailing rate of wages" clause, which, it had 

■ been held in a similar United States Supreme Court case,^ -was uncon'sti— . 

tutional because it was ambiguous and vague in meaning. Cardoza took cog

nizance of the higher court's ruling but indicated a dissatisfaction with , 

its implication that such contracts cannot be generally stated. In a t. 

passage reminiscent of Holmes' Eochner dissent, Cardozo said, "the Four

teenth Amendment does not embody a provision that municipal contracts 

shall be perapicuoua;' and. #afinitetf^^ .. ' ' - ■ ' ; ■ • ' - ■';:

:■ In a succeeding case involylng'"liberty of contract" under the

Fourteenth Amendment,• the meaning of "public works" was expanded to allow 

.the fixing of minimum wages in work done by railroad companies on railroad 

properties regulated by.the state.Again, the:legislature was allowed to 

experiment with the solution of public problems; and the Constitution was 

not allowed to stand in the way of social progress." \

Thus, the Court of Appeals, with no little influence from Judge

Cardozo, had moved ahead of the nation in its validation of wage and hour 

statutes. : ’ ' -I . '-v ; . " : " '

. -L%o’nnailv v. General Construction Comoanv. 269 U.S. 385 (19265.

. , ^ Campbell, at 32?v ■■/'■. ' / y ; . , - -
f̂ Lona Island Railroad Co. v. 'Department of Labor. 256 N.Y. 498 ■
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-Cases involvin'c wage and hour legislations
the United States Supreme' Court ■ , ■'K "

The text eel State’s Supreme Court was much slower' than the Court of 

Appeals in responding to the need for minimum wage and hour legislation.

The hochner case had solidified the concept ''liherty of contract." Sub-
' • • j . o  ■ - '  .

sequently the three Oregon Cases I made some inroads on the Lochner doc

trine, principally as a' result of the brilliant sociological briefs of 

future Justices Brandeis and Frankfurter. .

However, in 1922, the tendency to allow wage and hour legislation 

under the police power suffered a setback. Congress had passed a minimum 

wage law for the District of Columbia. In Adkins w.-. Children* s Hospital 

the Court decided that the statute was a denial of "property without due 

process of law." There was no relationship, the Court said, between the 

wage level and the health, safety, or morals of women Workers. - .

In 1933, the year after Cardozo became a member of the Supreme 

Court, another minimum wage law confronted that high tribunal. This time, 

the New York legislature had attempted to" circumvent the. Adkins doctrine, 

by providing that wages reflect a fair value of labor received. The legis

lature's attempt was in vain. The Court reverted to the reasoning of the 

D.C. case and nullified the statute.21 .

"" •L%uller v. Oregon. 208 U.S. 412 (1908); Bunting v. Oregon. 243
U;S. 426 (19171: Stettler v. O'Hara.. 243 U.S. 629 (1917).

.20261 U.S. 525 (1923). : - '

21Morehead v. Tinaldo. 298 U.S. 587 (1.936). .



;Gardozo joined wltli Stone and Brandeis in a dissent which at

tacked the majority's faith in laissez-faire doctrine and exposed'their 

substantive reading of social legislation, "In the yeats that have in

tervened since the Adkins easel" the dissent said, "we have had oppor

tunity to learn that a wage is not always the resultant, of free bargain

ing between employers and employees; that it may be one forced upon em

ployees by their economic necessities and upon employers by the most 

ruthless of their competitors,"^ The dissent went on to say that "it v r 

is not for the courts to resolve doubts whether the remedy of wage regu

lation is as efficacious as many believe or is better than some- other, 

or is better even than the blind operation of uncontrolled economic forces, 

The legislature should be free to choose unless government is to be ren

dered impotent,;"23 • • . • . ' . . ,, .. . ,

Finally, in West Coast Hotel v, 'Parrish.24 Justice Roberts crossed 

over to the lioural side of the Court alignment, making it possible to 

uphold a Washington minimum wage statuip. 'Cardozo's view was at last the 

view of the majority. b : : : V'.y . - ;b ' . , ■ -

In dealing with the problems of labor, Cardozo had followed the 

pragmatic, flexible, sociological views expounded in his other writings 

on the judicial process. He was ever aware that the meaning of "freedom," 

“due processj" and "eguality":varies with the conditions of time and place; 

that true freedom, depends upon substantial equality;' that government can :

• • ' 22Morehead. at 635. . . '' ; : . ' V

. 23Mb'rehead. . at 636, - f ■
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often expand the liberty of many by.limiting that of a few; that, under 

• modern social conditions, legislative regulation of the relationship be- • 

tween employer and employee is not ipso facto" arbitrary; and that judges ', 

should not interfere unduly with legislative efforts to act for the wel

fare of societyo . ; ■ ' ■; v .;V' x-' y.. - " V ’ : -

, • ' - Other Problems of Government in the Economic Sphere ' i ;

In our discussion of government and labor we witnessed one form 

of government control over economic activity— that of legislation protect- •. 

ing the interests of labor. Other controversies involve government’s con- ' 

duct of business activity and the extent to which government may promote 

or regulate business interests. • . • . :

“ In all its manifestations, government participation in economic 

matters met with the objections of those who maintained that governmental ■ ' 

funbtiohs Should be'viewed narrowly. During the years of Cardozo's judi- ; , 

cial career, any governmental' economicactivity faced the arguments of 

laissez-faire, social Darwinism, and mechanistic jurisprudence.

' . In the sections immediately following, we shall deal with some of

the cases (other than those specifically’relating to labor) wherein govern

mental functions in the market-place are challenged with unconstitution- . 

ality. Again we will see Cardozo’s judicial method in' action. We will: ' 

again witness, in practice, his beliefd that constitutional meanings are 

to be judged by their performance; that constitutions should be interpreted 

to allow orderly change;' that legislative experimentation should be allowed, 

unless that experimentation clearly transcends constitutional limitations;
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- and that, the job of the- judiciary is to keep the law’ in- harmony with ■ ' 

social change and the social welfare whenever possible.

Cases involving government in' the economy while Cardozo 
served on the New York Court of Appeals

'. \ Early in his judicial careers Judge Cardozo penned an opinion

. which gave modern' meaning to "liberty of contract" The case came a
; ■ ' ' : : - ' - : : - . V 26 ■' /v- ' d"' d.-, ; ' ' ''- year after the Schweinler decision and .involved a New York statute in

tended to prevent massive shipments of goods by dealers in an effort to 

destroy their competitors. Cardozo1s statement for the majority candidly-

■' overruled an earlier decision in a similar case^? and denied that "lib

erty II within the meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment restrains such so

cial legislation interest. "The needs of successive genera

tions 5" Cardozo said, "make regtridtions imperative today which were vain 

.and capricious in times .'past.

A 1919 case brought up another problem regarding government regu- - 

lation of private property in the social welfare.29 The New York Public 

, Saryice- Commission bad regulated the rates of S gas company whose;lines 

ran directly from the .Pennsylvania'.oil. fields to Jamestown, New York, .

where the gas was.sold. Technically, the company was engaged in inter

state commerce and therefore claimed that it could not be regulated, by.a '

'. ^ l e i n  V. Maravelas. 219 N.Y. 383 (1916). '-T

p. 4 3. : ■ ' -■ . ■'.l -V ' .

' , • 27Wriah.t v. m r t . 132 &Y.: 33#fi9Cb^ . - I : • . : -

.2%Clelh. at 385. 1 . • •

29pennsvlvanla Gas Co. v. Public Service Commission. 225 N.Y. 397
•(1919). ' . • . : ' . ; : •



state agency. The federal government had not occupied the field with 

legislation, ■ If the company's allegation were upheld, it would have been, 

left unregulated and responsible to the public only insofar as it chose 

to impose responsibility upon Itself, ■ ; •

Judge Cardozo saw through to the realities of the situation, led 

a unanimous court in a decision necessary to the social welfare, and, in 

doing so:, interpreted the Constitution in the light of contemporary soci

etal needs. Since the federal government had not occupied the field, Car- 

dozo reasoned, the state police power could step in. In addition, he 

pointed Out that the regulation of price-fixing in this case is of an 

essentially.local character, not .regdiring:uniform 'regulation by a na

tional: agency. He further stated that gas service was vital to the public 

and carried with it the duty to provide gas at reasonable rates. Thus the 

state must regulate in the absence of regulation by a national authority. 

"The state in the adoption of this law,"\Gardozp 'Saidj "has not imposed 

a new burden. •It has given .a new 'sanction' to 'an innerent duty' . . •  

In one of his infrequent dissents while oh the Court of Appeals, 

(Jardozo indicated that. he\Ste%, 'business, to

escape paying a fair share of the cost of government.̂  A private tele

graph arid electric protective' company which offered a centralized burglar- 

alarm service to businesses in 1#w' York. City claimed that it was a "public 

utility" and, as such, should be exempted from city license taxes, even

dOpennsvivania. at 406. .

' ^Holmes Electric Protective,Co. ■’v'. Williams. 28.8 N.Y. 407 (1920).



though its lines ran across city property« The majority .agreed to allow ;

the protective company the status of "public utility,," under which they • . '

could exercise "eminent domain" powers which would circumvent city taxa- 

tiun.: ' - / ;V . I : ' V", v:',. i. : ' ; ' . ' ;

' _ Gh'rdozo'' s dissent did not agree" thht the. company’ s services di

rectly benefited the general public» It could not, therefore, be clas

sified as a "public Utility". In this case, Cardozo felt, the public in

terest resided in the city's power to regulate such private businesses, 

not in the promotion of their welfare at the people's expense. " • ■

Other cases indicate that Cardozo put into practice his belief 

that property has a social function to fulfill and that the rights of ■

property change with the social situation. Cardozo concurred in a 1921' 

opinion of Judge Pound which upheld state emergency legislation temporari- '//: 

ly fixing the rent which landlords can exact from tenants. This legis- v

1ation was held to be compatible with both the "contract" and "due proc- :

ess" clauses of the Constitution'.^

In People v. Ferrettal-^ Cardozo again concurred in a Pound de- 

ciSion which upheld state licensing of milk dealers to protect producers 

from fraud. Again, the legislation was found not to impair'"freedom of 

contract" or to violate "due process." "When the legislature has power 

to act/”vthe decisign said, "it may act without interference from the ' 

courts. The Legislature has, w e  find, acted on reasonable grounds and 

in a reasonable . m a n n e r , :

32pe.oole ex rel Durham Realty Corp. v. LaFetra. 230 N.Y. 429 (l92l).
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Sometimes a'statute under the state police power conflie ted with. 

Cardozo's otherwise normal inclination' 'toward humenitaxienism in judicxal 

decision'o In People v. Crane %̂  he held that a Mew York statute 'which : '.

forbade the employment of aliens on state public works projects,did not ;

deprive an Italian worker of "equal protection of the law." Cardozo ' . ■

pointed out that such discrimination may be "ungenerous" and "Unwise." : 

But. he went on to say, this does not make it "unlawful." He said: :

.This statute must be obeyed unless it is in conflict with some 
: , command of the constitution, either of the state or of the nation.

It is not enough that it may seem to us to be impolitic or even 
oppressive. It is not enough that in its making great and historic • '■

. tradition's of generosity have., been .ignored. We do not assume to ly : /c 
pass’ judgment upon the wisdom; of the legislature. Our duty is done ■ 
when we ascertain that it has kept within its power*^ ■ Y ;

Cardozo went on to says "If doubt exists whether there is a con

flict .between the statute and the constitution, the statute must prevail.

Upon occasion, there was no doubt in Cardozo's min'd that the con

stitution must prevail. Constitutions, he felt, are to be given flexible 

interpretation, and, in' the cases above, Cardozo shaped its meaning to 

accord with social needs'and .realities. However, in a 1925' case, Car

dozo Indicated, a willingness to practice the assertion made in' his writ-: ... .

ings, that the judge is not to pervert the constitution nor to. u,se; it ■ . 'H: ; ’ 

indiscriminately. ' ■- '

- When faced with the task.of. interpreting' the meaning of "acquisi

tion, care, management and use of its■streets and property" in a New York

3^Crane,' at 172. ' '
37crane, at 173. • ' ’ , '
^^B’rowne v. Citv of New York. ' 241 N.Y. 96 (1925).-



Home Rule amendment to the state Constitution, Cardozo did not elect to .

give the city the right to operate a transportation system. "The color-

less words chosen," he said, "were singularly inept if they were intended

to express approval of a departure so momentous."^9 Cardozo believed that

the Constitution;could not reasonably be construed to allow an interpreta

tion other than the one given. ■l:v . ■I- . . ■ ’

However, the general tenor of Cardozo* s judicial craftsmanship 

was favorable to governmental action in the economic' sphere-, especially 

when there was a social evil to be eradicated. .In Adler v. Deeoan. - the 

constitutionality of a 1929 New'York.State Multiple Dwelling Act, which 

attempted to eliminate slum conditions in New York.City by forcing 1and- 

lords to raise the quality of living conditions irt their tenement houses, 

was challenged. A  1925 Home Rule amendment to the state Constitution had 

prpvided •that pnly under■ "emergency" conditions could the state pass legis

lation regulating the "property, affairs or government of cities." It 

was therefore argued that the state statute in question applied to a 

matter under the exclusive.control of New York City. ... However, the Court 

of Appeals held the. Act Valid because slum, clearance within. New York City 

was deemed to be a concern of the entire state. . ,, '

V Cardozo’s separate concurring opinion agreed with the decision of

the majority. In passages permeated with sociological emphasis, he said?

The Multiple Dwelling Act is aimed at many evils, but most of all - 
it is a measure to eradicate the slum. Tt seeks to bring about con
ditions whereby healthy children shall be born, and healthy men and 

•: ■ women reared, in the dwellings of the great metropolis. To have

39Browne, at'124. ./

: 492 ^  V : : V;; . : A; \ ;



such men and women is not a city concern merely. It is a concern 
. • : - of the whole State, Here is to be bred the. citizenry with., which

' the: State must do its. work in the years that. are to come, , -

h Perhaps Cardozof s greatest effort in ”social engineering" came

■in- the Utica' Airport controversy,'^ just one year before the Adler de

cision, A 19.28 statute had authorized the cities of the state- to build 

•and maintain airports. Acting under this grant of power, the city of 

Utica proposed a bond issue to purchase the necessary land. However, a 

taxpayer brought suit for injunction', pointing out that, according to the 

. state Constitution, no ‘city could incur debt' except for a ''city purpose,'' . 

Was. the construction and maintenance of an airport a "city '"purpose"? . A 

narrow construction of the Constitution' would say that it was. npf, Car— - 

dozo’s majority opinion' for the Court of Appeals took a broader yiew.

With an eye to the realities of social change, Cardozo pointed but that 

aviation Was then an established method of transportation and that in the 

future its use would be even more general, ' In a poetic phrase he sgids. 

"The need for vision of the future in the governance of cities has not 

lessened with the years. The dweller within the.gates, even more than 

the stranger from.afar, will pay the price of blindness,"

/ 43-Adl er. at 484. -t'’ . ■ ' / ; ’• . • ■

42Hesse v. Rath, 249 N,Y. 4.36 (1928), ;

'; 4 3Hesse, at 438, - \ 'h' :': 4 'i- '' '



Cases involving government * s role in the economic sphere 'j ' ..
while Cardo'zo served on the. United States ’ Supreme Court • :, ;

When Cardozo was appointed to the Suprenie Court upon the retire— . 

mdnt of Justice Holmes in' 1932, he continued to follow the judicial phi- 

losophy which had guided him on the Court of Appeals. .

.. v:v A case in .1932^ brought up, again, the familiar problem of gov

ernmental regulation of;’private' eccmotoic power, in the public welfare. In' 

line with the Sherman Anti-Trust Act of 1890, a District of Columbia Court 

decree of 1920 had enjoined certain' monopolistic practices'.of leading' ; 

meat-packing companies. Claiming that marketing conditions had changed 

in the intervening years, the companies sought to have the decree re

versed. ■ Cardozo’s opinion revealed keen understanding of the economic 

realities of the matter and decided that the - original motivation's for the 

holding Still existed. . Thus, the decree should not be overturned. If • 

the companies are restored their original powers, said Cardozo, "the op

portunity will be theirs to .wage the war of- extermination that they waged 

in years gone by."^5 _ • ; ’ '

’ I. ; ,; Another case in the same year involved intergovernmental taxation. 

A. Stone dissent, in' which Cardozo joined, ariticipated .a. more recent doc

trine that would allow the federal government to tax state lands leased ■■ 

to private companies, thus holding the company profits responsible to the

. 44Unlted States v. Swift and Co.. 286 U.S. 106 (1932). ■, -

4^Burrfe't v.. Coronado Oil and Cas Co., 285 U.S. 393 (1932). .
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public welfare, ̂  ; \ . ' . . .. .;5'. ,. " • ' , . .

. Viewed together, two other 1933 cases indicate that Cardozo’s 

concern for the public welfare would allow diverse, government actions . 

in the economy. I n ^reaoh^ashlndton R».R.and Navigation Co. 

.Cardozo concurred in an opinion upholding a regulatory commission order 

requiring the extension of railroad lines in accordance with public con

venience and necessity. 'In another decision^ three months later, Car-\ 

dozo felt that the public interest resided in governmental promotion of 

a railroad. The Court- allowed the State of Maryland.to extend tax ex

emptions to interurban railroads weakened by the depression.. The cities 

of Baltimore and Annapolis, desirous of tax revenue from'the railroads, 

claimed that the exemption violated the Constitutional- guarantee of 11 equal 

■proteeiioH. of the laws." Cardozo* s opinion for the majbtif'y iejacted 

their contentions in pointing out that -' . :'

time with its tides brings new conditions which must be cared 
for by new laws. Sometimes the new conditions affect the members 
of a class. If so, the correcting statute must apply to all alike. 
Sometimes the new conditions affect one only or a few. If so, the 
correcting statute may be as narrow as the mischief. The.Constitu
tion does not prohibit special laws inflexibly and always. It per
mits them when there are special evils With which existing general 

' • ' laws are incompetent to cope. The special public purpose will then . 
sustain the special f o r m . 50 -

;/ - ^tpqr the reversal of the Burnet doctrine, see Helverinq v. Moun
tain Producers Corporation. 303 U.S. 376 (1938). - - ",

.. 48288 U.S. 14 (1933). ' M  ' • . ■

4%illiams v. Baltimore, 289 U.S. 36 (1933), ''

^Qwilliams,. at 4 6. -



Pejrhap's the severest test of the' quality ef Cardezo’s' judxcial 

philosophy came while he served on the United States Supreme Court dur

ing' the New Deal era. Justice Cardoso*s activity at this time brings out 

in relief the long-fermenting judicial philosophy of a new era in' contrast 

to that of a dying century. Between 1934 and 1937 we witness the power

ful but dying motions, of tiarrow legal construction 1 sm on a Supreme Court, 

frightened anew by executive and legislative forces, endeavoring to pre

serve the economy of a nation caught in the throes of an unprecedented 

depression. In the midst of this controversy we find Cardozo, consistent

ly applying the judicial philosophy which had guided him since 1914.. This 

theory of the judicial process insisted again and again that the Consti

tution be interpreted with modern meaning and that the agencies.of gov

ernment be allowed to meet the exigencies of changing times. Cardozo 

faithfully, at one time singly, reiterated the ideas of judicial restraint, 

flexible constitutionalism, and legal pragmatism.

In 1934, two pieces of social legislation passed.by state legis

latures were upheld on appeal to the Supreme Court by narrow five-to'-four 

majorities. The Blaisdell decision was' a justification of state emer

gency legislation temporarily extending the time for redeeming property 

from foreclosure and sale. The Nebbia case, likewise, justified state 

social legislation,, this time fixing prices on milk sales to consumers 

in an effort to protect producers who were being forced to produce at costs 

exceeding their income.

blHome Loan and. Building Corn, v. Blaisdell «■ 290 U..S. .398 (1934) I ,
Nebbia v. New York. 291 U.S. #02 (1934):. 'V '
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. ; Tn' both of these decisions? the majority view could well have ;

served as precedent for upholding federal emergency aption •during the re

covery program of ■President Roosevelt* This, however, was not to happen ; 

before a period of wholesale invalidation of social legislation and an 

eventual struggle with the President. ‘

In' early 1935, the Court, in Panama Refining Co. v. RvSn^R struck

down National Recovery Act legislation designed to regulate oil production

by controlling interstate, and foreign shipments of oil in excess of state- 

permitted quotas. The majority view maintained that an executive order 

restraining such oil shipments was made under an ill-defined, thus inade

quate, delegation of Congressional power. ' '

/ •Cardozp agreed that Congress could not part with its policy-making .. 

power. However, his lone dissent would have the Court consider not only 

the narrow and hastily written section of the act upon which the President1s 

action was held unconstitutional, but the statute as a whole. Upon this ■ 

consideration, Cardozo decided, Congress had offered proper standards for . 

the President in dealing with the illicit oil shipments. He further.rec

ognized that a delegation too narrow in scope would leave the President 

helpless to deal with unforeseen circumstances .as they arise. He concluded 

by reminding his brethren that "the Constitution of the United States is 

not a code of civil practice."53 ■ '• ' ' ■'

Following the oil controversy, the Court narrowly upheld govern

mental attempts to spur the economy by abrogating the gold clause in

- 5^293 U.S.' 388 (1935) . • V . '
- ' 53 . y.''v : • ; " .

■' Panama, at 447. - : •' .. 1 ; ; 'v .



private -bonds (and in government bonds if the bondholder could not gî b-- 

evidence of hardship in the event that payment wah-made in regular cur

rency) However, in a subsequent litigation involving recovery legis

lation; the CgMrf returned to substanc e and , struck d o y i r s railroad retire-*. 

merttô 1̂ In each of these situations5 Cardozo voted to uphold the right 

of Congress to pass suoh emergency■legislation in the public welfare.

. , An, integral and controversial part of President 'Roosevelt's re

covery program involved indtistrial, codes ■.established under the National 

Recovery Act. These “codes of fair competition" were drawn up by repre

sentatives of industry and submitted to the President for his approval„ 

Their purpose was to hasten economic recovery by eliminating waste in 

natural resources, by lowering unemployment, by improving conditions of 

employment, and by eliminating destructive competitive practices within 

industries. .v, ■ v ..v; v' ■■•■■ ; '1:

>- ;. By .1935, tne codes had long since become detrimental to small

business and embarrassing to the-President/ . In May of that'year , their ; 

constitutionality Was tested by a New Jersey chicken: dealer indicted for 

selling chickens vdiich did hdt conform to code standards in the poultry 

industry.■ The Court invalidated the codes, saying that the delegation .

-"̂ Norman v. Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. 294 U.S. 240, 317, 333
t o 35’ - : ;

^^RMiroad Retirement Board v. Alton Railroad Co., 295 U.S. 330 :• 
(1935). - Tg-u ' ' 'h-' / ■ : ' ' -

. ^Eric ’Fi Goldman. Rendezvous with Destihv (New York: Tinta'ge Book 
1956) pp. 272, 273. ;V  ! v:' - 1



of Congressional rule-making power had,been tod broad. Congress, they 

■ felt5 had not established proper standards for the President to follow 

in supervising the codes. In addition, it was held that Congressional 

regulation of commerce,.in the case of the codes, had invaded the reserve 

powers of the states. Regulation, the Court said, was manifest even after 

articles bad: reached their destinations, in another • state,

Cardozo wrote" a separate concurring opinion in which Justice Stone ■ 

joined. We will recall that In' the '''hot. oil'* case:, 'Cardezo felt that the 

purposes of the legislation therein challenged had offered the President 

a. sufficient statement of policy by which.to conduct his action. In his 

Sohechter opinion. Cardozo was careful to explain his position in relation 

to the Panama case. His discussion was principally directed .to the dele— 

gation of•Congressional rule-making power, a delegation which, in the case 

of the codes, he said, "is delegation running riot »''58 When "any

thing that Congress may do within the limits of the commerce clause for 

the betterment of business may be done by the President upon the recom

mendation of a trade association by calling it a code .. ■. .' ,l'b9p there 

is, in effect, no guide at all to the President's use of legislative power.

In early 1936, another important piece of recovery legislation,
■" * /  JV - ' 1 8 yr /rx

the Agricultural Adjustment Act, came before the Court. The act attempted' 

to raise farm prices by means of taxing the processors of farm products 

and using the revenue thus gained te pay farmers for limiting farm •

^%ohechter. at 553, . ■

: 59ibid. 1- . \  ̂ ' ■ ;

■ ̂ ^United States v. Butler, 297 U.S. 1 (1936). •
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production. The majority, again with an eye to substance, ruled that the 

Congressional action could not constitutionally be construed as a proper 

exercise of the taxing power in the "general pel fare However, Stone' s 

dissent, in which Brandels and Cardozo joined, would give Congress a free

dom to act in this critical situation. . '

Congress, the dissent maintained, has the power to levy excise 

taxes on farm products. The Agricultural Adjustment Act was certainly 

designed to tax and spend for the general welfare of the nation by fur

thering the welfare of farmers. Stone' felt that the Court majority had 

ruled on the wisdom of the act? not on its constitutionality. In a com

ment on the majority’s narrov/ legalism and judicial activism, he reminded 

them that "courts are not the only agency of government that must be as

sumed to have capacity to .govern.^

By raid-1936 the Court had leveled the Bituminous Coal Conserva

tion Act of 1935, 'holding 'unconatitutidnal j Congression'al attempts, under 

the commerce power, to regulate prices and employment practices in the 

vital coal industry.^2 Cardozo, joined by Stone and Brandeds in dissent, 

pointed out that the conditions regulated did affect interstate commerce 

and that the concept '"liberty" loses its sanctity When it does not square 

with realities. Cardozo said? .

Congress was not condemned to inaction in the face of price wars 
and wage wars' so pregnant with disaster. Commerce had been choked 
and burdened| its normal flow had been diverted from one state to 
another; there had been bankruptcy and waste and ruin alike for capi
tal and labor. The liberty protected by the Fifth Amendment does 
not include the right to persist in this anarchic riot.63

v tlButler. at 87. ' ' . ■
' 6%arter v-.- Carter Coal Co.. 298 U.S. 238 (1936).

63garter. at 331. V



following the President's attempt in' 1937 to change the .'member 

ship of a' hostile Court, the members began to take a broader view of Cor# 

gressional emergency power. The Court was once again ready to allow Con

gress the power to 'govern. ■ ... , '• ' ' : '

■ ' • A decision upholding'a state minimum wage statute^ anticipated VV 

the approval of Congressional restrictions, under its commerce power,• on •

, employment practices in; businesses engaged in interstate commerce.

Shortly thereafter, Cardozo wrote - the' majdrlty opinion in two ' . 

cases upholding the Social Security Act of 1936. In the Steward opin- 

• ion, Cardozo was able' at last, to say with' assurance that "it is too late 

today for the argument to be heard with toler'ance that ih 'a crisis so'ex^ 

treme the use of the moneys of the nation to relieve the unemployed and ; 

their dependents is a use for any purpose narrower than the general wel

fare," In a statement indicative of his whole relatiyistic philosophy, 

he went on to adds "Needs that were narrow of parochial a century ago 

may be interwoven in our day with the well being of the nation. What is 

critical or urgent changes'with the times.-"68 :

At last Cardozo* s'view had become the view of the majority. Jus— 

tice Cardozo had not let his flexible doctrines waver in the face of \

6%est Coast Hotel v. Parrish. Supra, p'. 46, ': ' .

' obphe Associated Press' v. National Labor Relation's Board, Supra,
:'Pr'4i,.; ..

' 6^Steward Machine Co. v, Davis. 301 U.S. ^^'1.937) r Helvering 
v. Davis. 301 U.S. 619 (1937),

6?Steward, at 586, 587.

; • ;' 68gteward. at - 619. -



national eraargencyi. He had not abandoned the pragmatic heritage of Holmes 

and Pound, even when he stood alone in the "hot oil" case* The power of 

his arguments was felt,- and in three short years his constancy had been 

rewarded. ' - ' , ' - ' ;

- ' Government and Givll' Bights

.When dealing with controyersies arising in the area of civil rights, 

Cardoza took a. much more inflexible position than he did when dealing with 

the rights of labor or of property. He was not as prone to presume the 

validity of governmental restrictions on the "procedural" and "substan

tive” liberties found in the first eight amendments to the Federal Consti- . 

, tution as he was on the economic liberty often claimed under the Fifth and 

Fourteenth Amendments. , Nor was the Constitution to be interpreted as flex

ibly when it was applied to a matter of personal freedom (as distinguished 

from, economic liberty) . ; : \ r , •

Cardoza's attitude, on personal 1iberty recognized that the guaran- ■ 

tees of the Bill of 'Rights have fundamental significance in a democratic 

nation. He was aware that all democratic institutions' and practices are . 

predicated upon' the preservation and perpetuation of individual freedom.

The pragmatism of Cardozo, like the pragmatism of Dewey, assumed 

the values of democracy and humanism.' It assumed the value of an open so

ciety— a society of growth™a society in which individuals have the maxi

mum possible opportunity to develop their talents and pursue their inter

ests. There is a paradox here. It is that a. philosophy of growth and 

experimentation bases’its very continuance on an inflexible premise— that 

personal, liberty is. not to be: 'in ;sbme oveii^eJjaing and



critical social need. Nevertheless, the;premise is unavoidable! and • • '- 

' Cardozo clearly recognized its critical .importance". .

We should not infer that Constitutional-guarantees of civil lib

erty give one license to indulge his every impulse.' Nor' would Cardozo- 

and other democrats deem that"it should. There are obviously some acts 

that a r e  detrimental to the social body, and these should be restrained.- 

For instance, as Holmes has pointed out, the freedom of speech does not 

give one the right to falsely yell ’’Fire'!" in a crowded theatre. -

The problems of ciyil liberty arise- over which acts may be re

strained by government and the legal procedure government is to follow 

. in classifying and prosecuting', these acts. Civil rights controversies 

are complex and manifold, demanding nearly a case-by-case solution of its.; 

meanings. It is ever difficult to determine where the rights of the indi

vidual cease and those of society begin— and the rights of both must be :. 

considered.. ' . '■ -7. ■ • ' , ' ; .ti y.;7': -; , 7 _ V

. ; Tn discussing Cardozo’s judicial - position on civil rights matters,

we will concern ourselves, with two areas of discussions "procedural" and ... 

"substantive" rights. The former involves the rights of fair legal pro-- 

cedure after an individual is accused of crime; the latter is concerned 

With - c origin'tiessehtiti’- 'freedoms guaranteed to dn individual by y-irtde 

of his being a citizen in' a free society. Put in other terms, the "sub

stantive" problem is concerned with which activities may be controlled , 

and to what extent § the "procedural" problem., with how a person is to. be 7 7 

legally prosecuted after being accused of violating a law which regulates 

"substantive" acts.. ; /; ./ ' ; , . ■... ; . . y -.



■ : - - ' . ,, . ' . , • . : ■ : . : ■ 64 ;

' When considering both :,,procedtiraln and suhshantiv'e,f' /rights). Car— 

dozo revealed a  deep concern for protecting the personal liberty of indi

viduals in a free society. However5 in the latter instance, when dealing 

with First Amendment freedoms (speech, press, assembly, petition, religion) 

Cardozo treated these liberties as near-absolute in nature. In dealing 

with the rights of communication and expression, Cardozo was willing to 

give them what the Conrt in the 1940's began to term "preferred statos.* I 

The Holmsian "reasonableness” test held that courts should pre

sume the validity of legislation charged with unconstitutionality, , The • '

"preferred status”.doctrine served libertarians on the court with a ra

tionale by which they could presume the validity of legislation affect

ing economic liberty and still be “activist” regarding legislation re

stricting First Amendment freedoms» The doctrine says, in effect, that 

First Amendment liberties are so basic to the perpetuation of ordered 

democracy that the burden of proof is on the government to show that '• - 

their restriction is necessary to the preservation.of safety and order. 

TMs, statutory validity is to be presumed unless it restricts those ■' 

liberties on which the very existence of democracy depends.

" Cardozo and Procedural Rights

■ Cardozo recognized that some actions of individuals must be legal

ly restricted in the interests of society. He was also cognizant of the . - 

fact that individuals accused of transgressing these restrictions must 

have recourse to .a fair trial offering them ample opportunity to prove 

their innocence. "f  ' ■ ; ,

' - - 69por a.clear statement of this doctrine, see Justice Rutledge1s 
opinion in.Thomas V. Collins. 323 U.S. 516 (1945). . ■



In Matter of.Dovle.̂ O Cardoso’s lengthy opinion would'5not admit . 

the bending of Mstgric privileges .again®t ®elf--lncrlsinatigrt";ln orden' 

that one individual might be brought to justice in a' particular Instance 

. He said', in part, that- "historic privileges and immunities are hot to 

bend from day to day 1 because of some accident of immediate overwhelm

ing interest which appeals to the feelings and distorts the judgment' <. 

.(Holmes', J„ in Northern■ Securities £g„ .v« United States, 193 U,-.S. 197, 

400)/' •

Again, in a controversy involying • ”third-degree" methods of gain

ing confessions, Cardo'zo. held that historic guarantees of proper legal 

procedure are to apply to all alike. In a dissenting opinion he noted 

that the' accused is. by habit "a man of bad character and evil associa- 

tions o o . ' However, the dissent claimed, no matter how depraved

the defendant might be, "he is yet entitled:, when charged with murder,- 

to a fair' trial conducted in' accordance with those safeguards and guar

antees which by law and tradition are regarded necessary for the pro

tection of the a c c u s e d . "72 . . - ''1 : ' ' •

• It was also Cardozo's firm belief that an. accused person .must, 

.have the opportunity to face his accusers. Before a probationer could, 

oe termed delinquent and sent back to prison by his probation board, 

Cardozo said, he must "have a chance to say.his say before the word of

■ 70257 N.Y. 244 (l93l). ' ' . ;
' • ylPeoole v,. Doran, -246-N.Y. 409 (1927), - , ■ . r;

. 7-2Doran, at 434, -d'i j ^



; ' ' _ ’ , - " ■ "■ ' , ' ' ,  73 - :his' pursuers is received to his undoing.*' In another case involving

this procedural guarantee, Carddzo held that a man implicated- in a crime
■ • ■ - ■ .. ■ : > - ■  ' " ■ , . ■ j 1 ' ' .. ^

through the cooperation of officials in another state #10 could not be 1

cross-examined or confronted by the accused in: New York courts should - . 

have a. new trial.i.-/ ..i ■ / .. -

, Neither would Cardozo allow prejudiced juries the opportunity.to 

convict one of crime- The conviction of an individual by a jury deemed 

to have•been swayed by impertinent evidence concerning the accused's

character was reversed. "The law,” Cardo'zo said in his opiniorx, "is

not blind to the peril to the innocent if character is acceptec1 as proba-

tive of crime."75 In another situationf.g- Cardozo concurred wit!i the maj or

ity in ordering a hew trial for Negroes 

court which systematic ally and arbitral

; convicted of murder by 

ily excluded members of

a trial 

the Negro

race from jury duty.7  ̂ ' ' ;f ' '

■ l|hen dealing' with'' hnreasonabl.e
T T -/TV -4“,T̂\ /*x ■ 'y x *r*"yx* ./rV -C rf“T"V/S 1 Y fS *1 -%<>

search and seizure, Care
/ ■yS 'Z'x sy 4— -t y-\ A *4- "Vx >x '1'X

iozo was •
h 4 A o ’ freaay to «usb y n &  power oz. xne couẑ vs in 

over enthusiastic "pel ice gf f ic idl sl7̂ . l§w

i r esir B i m  ng iiie a,G livii 

'ever, when the search ar

U18 o 01

id seizure

of incriminating evidence conformed with social expectation's arid did not

unduly jeopardize individual freedom5 the action was allowed.7^̂ "We are

' VSEscoe v. Zerbst. 295 thS. 49C■. 493 (1937).
'74peoDle v. Reese. 258 N.Y. 89 (1932). '

Tbpeople v. Zackowitz. 254 N.Y. 192, 198 (1930), ■
. 7%orris Vtf-Mabama, 294 U.S. 587 (1935)i Patterson v. Alabama,

.294 d.':8 . 600 (1935). See also: Hollins -Vo Oklahoma^ 295 U o S *  <394 (1935).

• 77Tavlor v . United States. 286 U.S. 1 (1932): Nathansori v. United
States, 290 U.S.' 41 (1933). .
• ■'■'' 78peoele v. Before. 242 N.Y.. 13' (1926): People v. Chi axlies, 237 :

N.Y-o 193



' not to strain' an 'immunity," Cardozo said, ffto the' ‘paint" at wtilch. human'^. 

nature rebel s..’against; honoring it: in ndndnc t v*:

Powell v ,  • Alabama?^brbuaht up the procedural problem of a defend

ant’s right to counsel in a criminal trial. . v

A group of Negro boys charged with raping two white girls were 

sentenced to death upon conviction. ■ The defendants were citizens of an

other state, separated from friends and family .in a hostile-.environment.

In addition, they were all illiterate and incapable of handling their own 

defense or even of securingr-counsel.. - No positive effort was made to pro

cure counsel for the defendants, with the-'result that they were not repre- 

sented until the day of, their trial, and then only Upon impromptu agreement 

by a member of the bar who. felt a personal sense of responsibility.

The Court ruled that the defendants had, in fact if not in form, 

been denied fight to counseland that "due pro'cess"' within the meaning ' 

of the Fourteenth Amendment included an observance of this right. In ef

fect, the opinion incorporated the Sixth Amendment'right of counsel into ; 

the meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment, thus nationalizing- that particu

lar portion of the Bill of Rights.- The right to counsel, state-appointed 

counsel if necessary, was to be observed by states in trials involving ■

: capital crime.81 . ' ' ." ' ' . / ' -"d: y '' v: '

' "" /%hiaqles, at. 197. . ''I'-'lx y . ^

y : ■' - '80287 U.S. 45 (1932). . .

: 01For years it was assumed, that the Powell decision had made the :
right of counsel a mandatory element of "due process" under the Fourteenth 

.. Amendment. . The doctrine was subsequently denied by the Court in Betts v. 
Bradv. 316 U.S. 455 (1942) . 11; ' : ' 1 '' - 1 1/ 1 ‘
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Cardozo's position- xegctrdiftf pro'ceduzal zights is significant in 

that it ynllingiy extends to the:defendant in a: otininaX proceeding every 

opportunity to prove his innocence. Cardozo recognized that in a democracy 

it is to society*s best interest that historicaiiy vaiidated methods of 

XegaX procedure be folXowed, In short, he feXt that a jeaXous protection 

of procedural rights is necessary to the "social welfare."

Yet, Cardozo’s position in most of these cases is not unique.

Many judges with a sense of democratic vaXues wouXd have taken his stand.

It is in the area of "substantive” civil liberties that Cardozo makes his 

greatest contributions. .

. Cairdozo and Substantive Rights

. Many problems of ”substantive’* liberty involve minority group mem

bers’ rights of equal citizenship, A X9X8 case brought up such a contro

versy. ; . v/.' . ■■

A New York State Civil Rights Law protected the right of all races 

to patronize "a place of public accommodation, resort and amusement.” But, 

what is a puhlic place?. , Anticipating a controversy which rages in pur own • 

time, a dissenting opinion by Cardozo would hold that saloons are "public" 

places and that a Negro could not be excluded arbitrarily on grounds of 

race.-8^ % y: . , : • : -

n The right to vote is another privilege of citizenship often denied ; 

Negroes, especially in the one-party South.- In Nixon v* Condon.88 .Cardozo '

- ' n -iaSibbs v-.' Arras Bros, , N.Y. 332 (19181. • : .

■ 835®6'y-,;S» 73 :Cl93y%'- V ■ ' ' , - ■
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construed the Fourteenth Amendment to restrain the State of Texas from .

. denying to its Negro citizens the right to vote1--a right basic to suc

cessful expression and political f r e e d o m . ^4

Of all the First Amendment liberties, freedom of expression through 

speech, press, and assembly is perhaps the one which evokes the deepest 

respect from the democratic Cardozo. Earlier it was pointed out that 

this freedom, the very foundation of his democratic pragmatism, brings 

Cardozo as close as we will ever find him to an absolute position. In 

decision as well as in theory he holds consistent with an expressed con- .. 

viction that ideas ”are goods to be preserved no matter how great the 

east." , ; .' ;X . V ,  . , , .
■ What is freedom of the press? Is it the complete absence of gov

ernmental restriction? Generally not. But the restriction must not un

duly interfere with the prinfinp .and, distribution of news» Ghrosi ean v = 

American Press Co.Qfcfotind Cardozo participating in a majority holding 

that a 1934 BpuisianE license tax on newspapers was invalid because the • 

tax was,, in essence, a penalty, ' . ■ : r. ■'

One of the basic requisites of free expression is the right of in

dividuals to assemble peaceably and exchange ideas. In People ex rel 

Brvant v. Zimmerman.^6 Cardozo went along with a unanimous Court when it

84%% should be noted, however, that in a subsequent case Cardozo 
would not stretch the Fourteenth Amendment to forbid discrimination against 
Negroes by the Texas State Democratic Party in primaries (Gfovev v. Town— 
send, 295 45 (1935). It could be argued that he should have antici
pated the doctrine of Smith v. Allwrlaht. which, forbade.sueh discrimina
tion by a private party that was nevertheless an integral part of the state 
election machinery.

85297 U.S. 233 (1936)’
86241 N.Y. 405 (1926).



upheld this fundamental liberty. Again5 in Be Jonge v. Oregon.®7 he con

curred with the majority in overruling ah Oregon Syndicalism Law which .. 

unduly infringed upon the right of peaceable assembly. '

Cardozo was joined by Stone and Brandeis in dissent-, when the 

Supreme Court dismissed the appeal of a Negro citizen of Georgia who had . 

been sentenced to death under an ancient insurrection statute.®® When 

the case came up again two years later, Cardozo concurred with the ma

jority as it declared the Georgia action invalid because if suppressed 

free speech and assembly not immediately dangerous to the existence of

the government.89

. ■ ; ■ , In the now famous case of Feo.nle. v-. Gitlow.90 Cardozo joined with .

Judge Pound's lone dissent. The State of New York had convicted Benjamin 

Gitlow under a Criminal Anarchy Statute for publishing a "Left-Wing Mani

festo” which advocated the overthrow of capitalism- by force and violence.

On Appeal to Cardozpig- cpuft, the cpnvidtion was upheld. ' - • ;

The Pound-Cardozo dissent expressed dissatisfaction with this 

holding ■and pointed out ■ that the ^Ofiminal Anar'cbŷ - Statute was not in- ' . 

tended to apply to the advocacy of "proletarian dictatorship." "Anarchy," 

the dissent pointed out-, is not equatable with the doctrine of "left-wing 

socialism." n . , :■ ■ ' - " ; '■<,•

' ' 87299 U.S. 353 (1937). '
1 ̂ ^Herndon v. Georgia. 095 U.S. 441 (1935).

^Herndon v. LOwrv. 301 U.S. 242 (1937). Cardozo’s position in 
this case is all the more significant when we read Van Devanter’s dissent— ■ 
ing opinion. It gives evidence that Herndon did, indeed, advocate violent 
and total revolution against a system which, he felt, oppressed the Negro . 
race. \ : ' ‘ : . V f ■ ■ . ' ■ , . V:: ' '

• 90234 N.Y. 132 (1922). ■ vG V . ' ; . . V  '



. , '• The dissent concluded on a note which' anticipated the "preferred

treedd%s" position^ "Although the'defendant may be the worst of men; al

though Left Wing socialism is a menace _to organized government;' the rights 

of the best of men are .secure' only as the rights of the vilest and most 

abhorrent, are protected.While this passage does not clearly state 

the "preferred freedoms" doctrines it does imply a "preferred status" for 

the nights O'f .free fxpressiono , :• . ' ■ ■ ■ 1

It was after Cardozo became a member of the United States Supreme 

Court that he made his greatest judicial contribution in the area of free 

speech. In Palko v-» Connecticut.92 Cardozo would not permit the Fifth ' • 

.Amendment prohibition against "double jeopardy" to be absorbed within- 

the meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment concept "liberty”. However9 he ‘ 

want on to reaffirm'the absorption of First Amendment freedoms within 

.' that phrase. •• \ . _ \. ' ' .vhv

Speaking'of' the freedom of the mind'— of the freedom 'of thought and 

speech, he said- "Of that freedom one' may say that .it is the matrix, the 

indispensable condition, of nearly every fdrm of fieedom."93- Again; it ; 

would seem that Cardozo indicates a "preferred position" for First Amend

ment freedoms..^4. . \ t : y \ ' L y t  .y . ■ . ' . ' ' . ' ' Vv

' ' : 9lGitlow. at 158:.- "h : " . ' .
; . 92302 U.S. 319 (1937). ' . ■'

t e y y -  ■ ■-t; ; y  ; .. ; L:  ̂ '

his Clvii Liberties ahd the Vinson Court (Chicago; U. of _ 
Chieagn .Iress,. 1954) p. 33, Hermann Pritchett points out that while the 
origin of the "preferred position" doctrine, gn the Supreme Court is usu
ally attributed' to:- Justice Stone's Carolene Products footnote, Cardozo's 
Palko opinion wa's more correctly its earliest expression. : 'y



In a passage that sums up his whole attitude regarding freedoms 

of expression'? he went on to add that the inclusion of those freedoms 

Within the' meaning of "liberty” in the Fourteenth Amendment "became, in- 

■ deed, a logical ii^ehatzve when once it was recognized, as long ago it 

was, that 1 ibefty 'la sbmething mere 'tha#' tha exemption from physical 

restraint, and that even, ih the field .of snbstantiw rights and duties 

the legislative judgment, if oppressive and arbitrary, may be overridden 

:-by the •courts.”^®’ y ; > ; ■■ ■ V ' • ' "v:



CHAPTER IV

: ■ . CONCIUSION

How consistently does Cardozo as a. judge follow the postulates 

of the sociological jurisprudence he expounds.in his theoretical Writings 

on the judicial process? Upon examining both his. extra-judicial writings 

ana his judicial decisions and dissents5 I think we must conclude that . 

Cardano' s: consistency is notable* -

The basic theme of Cardozo's writings on the judicial process was 

that the end of law is the '"s'oclal .Welfare” and that this welfare is re

alized1 by keeping law in conformity with the prevailing expectations, 

needs, or mores of the times. Cardozo's judicial career gave dramatic 

expression to this belief.. / In hie handsy, the legal corpus was molded, 

through: interpretation to give "social justice" in a rapidly changing 

society. ' '

In the area of civil rights, social justice resided in the pro

tection of personal liberty. Wheh dealing with the problems of labor, 

the social welfare demanded legal recognition of workers' needs. Social 

weIfare demanded, also, that property be held responsible to the society 

which protects its existence. And, during times of economic dislocation, 

the social welfare was served by allowing government to deal effectively 

with the resulting social difficultieeo ■

While Cardozo served on the Court of Appeals, he pioneered in 

giving judicial recognition to long-fermenting, but at that time still 

unpopular, legal doctrines.

73



; It was Caf'dozo's Court, largely UHiier his";titflueiacB-, that refused. ’, 

to use judicial power to restrain collective bargaining and enforce "yellow- 

dog” contracts in those early years when.':.labor was still treated as a "con

spiracy . Cardozo led the Court of Appeals in other areas of legal inno

vation. Minimum wage and hour legislation received recognition at a time 

when it was deemed unconstitutional by the United States' Supreme Court.

’Other ...social legislation which restricted property in the interests of , \

social welfare met with the same attitude of tolerance from Cardozo and • • 

his brethren. Long before the Supreme Court's change of attitude in the . 

1930’ss Judge Cardozo-s Court had adopted a doctrine of flexible cohsti- 

tutionalism and judicial restraint. ' ■

. In 1932, when Cardozo was elevated to the United States Supreme 

Court, the forces of judicial pragmatism were still suffering repeated 

defeat at the hands of a narrow but firmly - entrenched majority. Thrown 

into the unfamiliar role of dissenter, Cardozo did his share to keep the : 

arguments of sociological jurisprudence alive, all during the dark days of 

judicial reaction to the New Deal. On the Supreme Court, as on the Court 

of Appeals, Justice Cardozo.’s pragmatic jurisprudence emphasized the so

cial .necessity and judicial propriety attendant upon giving government 

the power to govern. - - -,. .

/; ’ ’ " / • Cardozo’s pragmatic analysis, of legal meanings kept them ever in 

touch with changes in time and circumstance. "Due process,’' ^property: 

"freedom of contract;," "public works," "publ'ic place," and "equal pro

tection of the law" are but some of the legal terms, the meaning of which 

Cardozo was willing to change when new societal conditions demanded re-



' In only one area:, he had explained in his writings s is. legisla

tive restriction to be kept at an absolute minimum- This is in the area 

involving the freedoms of thought and expression— freedoms which lie at 

the very basis of ordered liberty in a democratic society. As a judge, 

Cardozo closely approached that position advocated in his other writings. 

He invariably favored the protection Of First Amendment freedoms against 

legislative infringement. Here, also, Cardozo was in the vanguard of 

legal development. His early statements concerning freedom of expression 

anticipated the ’’preferred freedoms" doctrine of the?,ioosev'eit Courts"

■ That Judge Cardozo consistently followed the doctrines of the

sociological jurisprudence outlined in his other writings is apparent.

It is of further significance that Cardozo anticipated doctrinal develop

ments in several areas of constitutional law. His early position on col

lective bargaining, minimum wage and hour legislation, the regulation of 

property interests in the social welfare, and on First Amendment free- 

.doms indicates that he was motivated by deep-seated and well-systematized 

convictions, not by expediency. ’ ■ ■ , ' ; - t ,

Cardozo’s position on these problems, while popular with many in 

American society, was out of harmony with the views of the American'; judi

ciary generally.: The consistency between CardozO the judge and Cardozo 

the theorist is all the more remarkable for the courage and tenacity it 

then required to stick by the doctrines of sociological jurisprudence in 

the practical situation of judicial decision-making. . '
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